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PREFACE.

Ihe object of this little work is to systematize, as far as

possible, the principal means of Modulation and make them jorac-

tically useful to the student. Though it might be said that to

modulate by rule would be most unmusicianly, still it must be

conceded that some principle should underlie all Modulation,

else it would become mere wandering from chord to chord till

chance brings about the connection with the right key. To

place these principles in such a simple form as to be easily

comprehensible , and to show their application to all possible

cases is the aim in view.

Careful examination will show that the considerations here

advanced are not so much New Principles as a Broader Appli-

cation of principles already known and partly applied, or ap-

plied without system.

One of the leading features of the workj the System of

Attendant Chords, may seem somewhat novel to the musician.

By referring to the Article on "Modulation" in Grove's Dictionary

of Music, Vol. II, pp. 350—351, and the Article on "Harmony",

Vol. I., p. 682, line 21 et seq., and comparing with Chapters I.

and IX. it will be seen that theoreticians have already bestowed

some thought upon the subject. Helmholtz also suggests the

use of Seventh chords to facilitate the connection of triads,

which would otherwise have no direct connection with each

other. (See "Sensations of Tone" by Helmholtz, translated by

Ellis, 2"^^ Ed. p. 357.) Thus it becomes apparent that the
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IV PREFACE.

musical world is ready fclr a systematic presentation of the

subject, and the way is already prepared for such a work as

is here attempted. The System of Attendant Chords will be

found an important auxiliary to the Tonic Sol Fa method of

Harmony, as the union of the two produces a practical method

of Transposition. This is more fully developed in a little

work. "How to Study Transposition" now in preparation.

As generally taught, the Closing Formula is used to estab-

lish the key after the Tonic triad of the new key has been

reached. It is here developed as a regular means of Modu-

lation, equal in importance and superior in smoothness of effect

to that of the Dominant Seventh chord. Beethoven gives fre-

quent illustration of this device.

The student of Theory who is not content with a merely

superficial view of the subject, will find that several of the

principles here developed — particularly the Attendant chords

and the treatment of the Chords of the Augmented Sixth

have a most important bearing not only upon Modulation but

upon Musical Theory in general.

In our standard works on Theory we have fine examples

of Modulation, but there are few principles advanced and these

do not apply in every case. Therefore it has been concluded

that the Art of Modulation is a matter of experience and taste^

and that the subject though it may he learned^ can not he

taught. This little work shows that it may be reduced to a

system and thoroughly mastered in a short time.

Leipzig, September 1889.

Bethel, Conn., U. S. A.
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CHAPTER I.

Introduction: Structural Relation of Chords: Tonality: System of

Attendant Chords: Application to Modulation.

§ 1. Modulation is the passing from one key to another, and is

effected by the use of one or more chords characteristic of the key to

which it is desired to modulate.

Considerable difference of opinion exists in regard to what consti-

tutes a Modulation , some theorists holding that the appearance of a

chord foreign to the key is evidence that a Modulation has taken place,

while others contend that there is no Modulation until the original key
has been utterly abandoned. These opinions have more to do with the

classification of Modulations than with the practical considerations^ which
are, How to connect with the new hey, and Hoio to establish it.

In general the Tonic triad of the new key should be heard on the

accented beat of a measure, preceded by the Dominant harmony on an
unaccented beat. But even this is not sufficient to give a strong im-

pression of the key if the next succeeding chords are in a different key.

It is presumed that the student is already familiar with the elements

of Musical Theory, therefore the conditions necessary for Modulation

will not be exhaustively reviewed. It will be sufficient to remark that

those chord connections are most intelligible which have one or more notes

in common. This should be carefully observed, as upon this principle

rests much that is here advanced for consideration. To illustrate,

onnect the triads D F^ A 2indi G B D. Here it will be seen that D
is the common note , serving as the connecting link between the two
chords.

§ 2. The standard works on Theory tell us that in modulating, if

there is no direct connection between two keys , a chord should be in-

terposed which is related to both keys. But the young student needs

cnore explicit guidance than can be obtained from such a general rule

and this necessity of accurate direction leads to the consideration of

Shepard, Systematic Guide. 1



2 CHAPTER I. § 3.

The System of Attendant Chords.

§ 3. The Modern Harmonic System is absolutely Chromatic: we

ean start from any tone and form a scale , a complete key , or a circle

of keys, modulating round to the starting point.

Resulting from the construction, a chord has a natural connection

with many other chords, irrespective of hey. For example the following

chords will be found to have a natural relation to the triad of CMajor

ly having one or more notes in common with it : the Major triads of G,

F, E, A, A\^, E\;, the Minor triads of G, F, E, A, etc.

When a chord is part of a key , it sustains particular relations with

the other chords which compose the key, as Dominant to Tonic, Super-

tonic to Dominant, etc.

Thus we see that a chord has a twofold relationship; a) To the

chords with which it has a natural connection, irrespective of key; anc

b) As an essential part of a key and necessary to complete the feeling

of Tonality. By means of the first, different keys are connected throxigt

the relationships of the individual chords: by means of the second, Tonal-

ity is secured. *)

In forming a key, a certain tone and a certain triad are made to sus-

tain particular relations as Tonic with the other tones and triads tha

make up the key : but this inter-relation of the chords composing th<

key does not affect the relationship of the individual chords with the rest o

the harmonic system. In other words, the above mentioned relationship

a) and b) can hoth exist at the same time without conflicting with eacl

other.

The same chord may belong to several keys, but in whatever ke;

it may be, its progression is governed by the same laws.

§ 4. The most intimate relationship between chords which can b

found in Music is that between the chords called Dominant and Tonic

if the first is heard**) we instinctively desire the second, and if dis

appointed there is said to be a False Cadence. Examination shows th

cause of this relationship to be much deeper than the laws of Tonality

in fact it goes back to the Scientific Basis of Music , as the foUowin

will show.

If any tone is sounded there will be heard a series of higher tone

called Harmonics, sounding very faintly with the primary tone

*) In referring to these relationships throughout the book, a) is called "Strm

tural connection", and h) "Tonality".

**) To he characteristic of the Dominant, the 7th from the root should be prese

in the chord.



j§ 4. THE SYSTEM OF ATTENDANT CHORDS. 3

Generator.*) This series is called the Harmonic Chord or Harmonic

Series, and furnishes many important laws for the construction of

chords. Let us examine it, taking the note C as the generating or

primary tone. In Fig. 1 are seen the various notes which are heard

with the tone C.

#^^3^^fe£^£:^^iiFig. 1.

Primary
tone. '^

The first notes in this series, omitting duplicates, are the 5*^ and the

Z^^ from the root, forming with that note the common triad C E G.

Looking further in the series we find the notes D and B^, which with

the note G form the Dominant triad in the key of C. But it should not

be forgotten that this Harmonic Series is derived from a simple tone, C,

and therefore no considerations of Tonality can bear upon the relations

of the two chords just mentioned. Thus it becomes clear that the tri-

[ads C E G and G B D not only have a natural relation by means of

the common note G, but that they have a peculiarly close relation for

the reason that all the notes of the latter are found among the near

Harmonics of C. Another and more deeply scientific reason of this

close relationship lies in the fact that there is less discord between the

Harmonics of C and those of G, than between those of C and of any

other note. As the common triad is the representative of the Harmonic

Chord derived from any note, it follows that there is a closer relation

not only between the notes Cand G, but between the chords derived

from these notes, than between C and other notes and chords.

In the Harmonic Series in Fig. 1 is the note A\; , and if the Series

be extended the note Fwill also be found, giving, in connection with

I
the triad of G, the fullest form ofDominant harmony, the Minor Ninth

chord.

*) These Harmonics can not usually be heard till the ear has been trained in

this direction. The student may however, prove their presence by a simple ex-
' periment at the piano. Pressing the key (indicated in Fig. 1 by the 3rd note)

gently down that there may be no tone produced , and holding it with the right

hand, strike the key C (indicated by the 1st note) with the left hand. After holding

C for a short time it may be released, when the note will be clearly heard

until the right hand is also released. The experiment may be repeated, taking

the various notes of the Harmonic Chord with the right hand while the left hand
strikes the low C as before. Science proves that these notes are produced by Sym-
pathetic Resonance with tones that are already present in the tone C. (For further

exposition of "Harmonics" the student is referred to "Sensations of Tone", by
Helmholtz.)

1*



CHAPTER I. §-^-

It was remarked above that the most natural progression of the chord

G B D Fh to the chord C E G , whether the hey of C is the prevailing

key or not. Now as the association of these two chords is so peculiarly

close and entirely independent of Tonality , the chord G B D F may be

called the Attendant or Associate chord of C. *)

If other notes are taken as generating tones, precisely similar results

will be achieved
,

giving chords which have the same relation with

each other and with the primary tone as was shown above.

§ 5. WHEN ANY NOTE IS TAKEN AS THE TONIC OF A
KEY, ITS ATTENDANT CHORD BECOMES THEREBY THE
DOMINANT**) IN CONSTRUCTION AND FORM THE DOMI-
NANT AND THE ATTENDANT CHORDS MUST CONSE-
QUENTLY BE SIMILAR.

The only difference lies in the fact that the Dominant has been called to

take a more prominent place in a key as the chord most closely related

to the Tonic. Therefore we say that what the Dominant is to the Tonic

the Attendant chords are to their Primary chords; and to find the Attend-

ant chord of any note, we need simply to answer the question, "What

would be the Dominant in the key of the same name"? For instance,

the Attendant chord of C must be the same as the Dominant chord of

the key of C.

As Dominant harmony appears in the various forms of Triads, Sev-

enth chords , Ninth chords (either Major or Minor) , Diminished Sev-

enth chords and Diminished triads , Attendant chords may appear in

the same forms, as illustrated in Fig. 2a, where the Attendant chord

of C is shown.

Fig. 2 a.

"-^-^pTiPl^i^^ pif^: <s-sâ

i
[A] [A] [A] [A] [A] [A]

Triad, Seventh Minor Major Dim. Dim.

Chord. 9tii. 9tii. 7th. triad.

*) Wlien referring to these two chords (the Attendant and the chord with which

it is so closely associated) they will he called the Attendant chord and its Priman

chord.

**) The usual statement that the relationship of these chords is due to the fac

that they were chosen as Dominant and Tonic of a key, might be reversed, sayinj

that the reason this chord is chosen as Dominant is on account of its peculiarly clos

natural reletion to the Tonic.

***) In this form the Root, G, is omitted.



§6. THE SYSTEM OF ATTENDANT CHORDS.

Wherever an Attendant chord is found in this book, it is indicated

by [A] placed under it. The same sign is also used in the text as an

abbreviation. Like Dominant chords, Attendant chords can have False

Cadences. (See Beethoven's Symphony No. 1, Andante, 44*^ and 45*^

measures from the end of the movement.) Thus it will be seen that [A]

chords have all the properties of Dominant harmony.

§ 6. When notes are grouped together to form a scale or key,

Attendant chords can be derived from the individual notes in the same

manner as before, as the natural relationships of the individual notes

and triads are not affected by grouping them together in a key. The

[A] chord of the Seventh degree is not used, because the triad on that

degree can not sustain the relation to its [A] chord of Tonic to Dominant,

as it is a Diminished triad,*) which could under no circumstances be

considered as a Tonic triad. For the same reason the [A] chord of the

Second degree in Minor is also excluded. The other degrees of the

scale may have their [A] chords, as shown in Fig. 2b. As the relation

to their Primary Chords is most clearly seen when the [A] chords are

in the form of chords of the 7*^, they should first be studied in that form.

^'^•^^- ^^^^^m'k ^̂-
KeyofCMaj. [A]ofI, I, [A]ofII, II, [A]of III, III, [A] of IV, IV,

i^

[A]ofV, V, [A] of VI, VI.

The [A] chords of all degrees excepting the 7*^ in Major, and the 2"^

and 7*^ in Minor, are freely used in the works of the classical compos-

as illustrated in Fig. 3 by an example taken from Mendelssohn'sers

*) If the [A] chord he taken in the form of a Diminished 7th, it might be followed

hy the triad on the Seventh degree, the progression being similar to the case of one
Diminished 7*^ following another. Instead of passing to a Diminished 7^^ it pro-

ceeds to a Diminished triad, which is practically the sa.me. (See Fig. 2c). It is

however, not recommended.

Fig. 2c. \

I 4ZI-J:

i^

=^-

t-
i-
k -^-

[A]ofVIl0, Vlio, V7,

-^

f^
\~,

t

T
wi--^



6 CHAPTER L §6.

"Spring Song." Here it will be seen that the System of Attendant

Chords furnishes a most simple explanation of those harmonies occur-

ring so frequently, which are foreign to the key without really leading

to a Modulation. *)

Fig. 3.

mim * f^- u

^ -t
~3

I [A] of II [A]ofV

5 6

5.
V [A] of VI

I^ 3E=
S^VtT

•'ir-f

P*ft
..^i iS^^^^^^^eii»-

I
3e;

VX V7 I [A] of II II [A] of IV

*) In this respect the [A] chords are similar to the "Klammeraccorde" or Paren-

thetical chords, which Herr Piutti has so ahly developed in his "Regeln zui Musik-

Theorie". (Leipzig, 1883.)



THE SYSTEM OF ATTENDANT CHORDS.

In the above example , the harmonies are so "spread" that to find

a full chord we must look at half of a measure. This example begins

and ends in the key of A, but is full of digressions which are too

short to be called Modulations. For instance, the chord in the lat-

ter half of the first measure is clearly out of the key as it has A
j{

and G^, but it might be the Diminished Seventh chord on the Seventh

degree in the key of j5 Major or Minor, or what is the same thing, the

[A] chord of B (which is an interval in the key of A) in the form

of a Diminished 7*^. In the same way the chord in the 2°^ measure

having DJf is not, strictly speaking, in the key, but might be the

Dominant 7*^ in the key of E, or the [A] chord of E. So also in the

latter half of the S'^^ measure the chord having E^ and Z)i^ might be

the Dominant ^ in the key of i^jf, or the [A] chord of i^#. At the

close of the 4*^ measure the chord is the Dominant ^ of the key. In the

latter part of the 5*^ measure the chord is the [A] of B in the form

of a ^^ and at the end of the 6*^ measure the [A] of D, in the same

form. The harmonies of the following measures belong to the prin-

cipal key , the Roman numerals indicating upon which degree of the

scale they are founded: in the 10*^ measure is a chord of the 7*^ on

the Second degree with its 5*^ accidentally lowered.

Now while the chords indicated by [A] are distinctly outside the

key, there is no Modulation,*) although the relation of each to the

next succeeding chord is that of Dominant to Tonic or what is the

same, of an Attendant to its Primary chord-

Chords of this kind play a very important part in musical compo-

sition , on one hand giving variety to the harmonic structure without

really departing from the key; and on the other, giving us the means

if we desire it, of modulating easily and directly to any key.

*) There would be a Modulation if the foreign key should be established : by

using the Dominant of a foreign key we touch that key and need only to "confirm"

the Modulation to make it complete. But as we here continue in the principal key

without having established any other Tonality, we can only say that the foreign

keys were suggested, or touched in a passing way.



CHAPTER I. §7.

Application of this Principle to Modulation.

Connection of Triads.

The

§ 7 . The first step in Modulation is to learn to connect any two Ma-
jor or Minor triads, after which it becomes easy to connect any two keys.

Upon trial it will be found that if there is no direct connection between

two given chords by means of a common note , the connection can be made

perfect by the use (interposition) of one or both Attendant Chords.*) Thus it

becomes possible to connect any two chords without considering whether

they belong to the same key or to different keys.

For example, let us connect the chord of C with the chord of i^jf.

As there is no common note to connect the two triads , we will write

them with their Attendant chords , which we will place between the

given triads, indicating the Attendant chords by [A].

The second chord in Fig. 4 a is the [A] chord of C, the third chord

that of i^jf . Now as according to § 4 there is a close natural connection

between the P* and 2^* chords, and between the 3^^ and 4*^ chords,

and as there is a close connection between the 2^^ and 3^^ chords by

means of the two common notes, it is evident that the connection between

the triad upon C and that upon fJ( has been eflfected by the interposition

of their respective [A] chords.

Fig. 4 a.

[A]ofe, [A]oiFi^,

*) When the [A] chords are taken in their fullest form, that of the Minor Ninth
chord, it will be found that there is a common connecting note between any two [A]

chords. In Fig. 4 c are represented all the [A] chords used in Music, all others being

merely enharmonic forms of these. By comparing any two chords in this illustration

a note common to both chords will be found, and often there will be several. For
example, the note common to the 1st and 2nd chords is AJ?; to the 1st and 3r<i

chords, Gj to the 1st and 4tli, F(also D); etc. Thus it is plain that if one [A]
chord should not be sufficient, the use of two must form the connection.

Fig. 4 c.

[A]ofC. [AJofDK [A]ofD. [A]of^7- [A]of^. [A]of-F.

[A)oiFJ^. [A]of6^. [Ajof^t?. [A]of^. [Ajof^k [A] of -B.
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Usually only one [A] chord is necessary, as for example in connect-

ing the triads of C and Z) Major, shown in Fig. 4b.

Fig. 4 b.

hi--]
(5>

[A] of D

Thus it will be seen that although two chords may not have a com-

mon note to connect them , when we consider their Attendant chords

a connecting link will become apparent.

Exercises.

Before proceeding, the student should exercise himself by writing

two unrelated triads (having no common note), and finding the connec-

tion between them, using one or two [A] chords as may be necessary.

For example, connect the triads of ^t^Maj. and GMaj.; Z)Maj. and

^bMaj.; jPMin. and -F^Maj. ; CWm. and ^Maj. etc. The connec-

tion is often made by means of the Enharmonic Change, described in

Chap. IV. If only one [A] chord is used, that of the triad to which

we progress will usually be the better one for reasons mentioned in § 12.

(These preliminary exercises are of the highest importance and should he mastered

before proceeding if the pupil is to easily and intelligently follow the teachings of

the succeeding chapters. In general the exercises at each step must be thoroughly

practiced both in writing and at the keyboard before passing to the next step. Simply

reading this book will not give skill in modulating unless the prescribed exercises

are faithfully used.)

To Connect two Keys.

§ 8. As diflferent keys are connected by connecting individual chords

[see § 3), i. e. by connecting some chord of the original key with some

one in the new key, the connection shown in Fig. 4 a may be taken as

a method of passing from one kei/ to another instead of from one chord

I I *)
to another. Then we would have the formula j:rr^,—

,
[Al, ;

—

'-,

Old key ^ ^ New key'

A] representing in this case two Attendant chords, the most that can

wer be required. (For example see Fig. 63. See also § 27.)

Having seen that the progression of an [A] chord to its Primary

3hord is precisely the same as that of a Dominant to its Tonic, we may
iraw the logical conclusion that IF WE CANPASS TO THE TONIC

") This formula is explained in § 9.



10 CHAPTER I.

OF A FOREIGN KEY THROUGH ITS DOMINANT CHORD,
WE CAN PASS TO ANY OTHER MAJOR OR MINOR TRIAD
OF A FOREIGN KEY BY USING ATTENDANT CHORDS.

(This should be especially noticed as the principle plays a most im-

portant part in Modulation.)

As these Attendant chords are so easily found and have a most in-

timate relation with their Primary chords , they will prove a simple,

practical and correct means of connecting the original key not only

with the Tonic but with any desired chord of the new key.

§ 9. With the assistance of the Attendant chords it becomes possible

to formulate the principal methods of Modulation, giving a most thor-

ough and comprehensive view of the whole subject.

If we modulate by means of the Dominant Seventh chord of the

new key, we must connect the original key and the New Dominant :
if

we modulate through some other chord of the new key, we must connect

with that chord. Upon this plan the Formulae are constructed.

FORMULAE FOR MODULATION
From Any Key to Any Other.

By Means of

a) The Dominant
Seventh Chord. I Old key. {:

I
., [A]

b) The Closing

Formula.

c) The Diminished

Seventh Chord.

I

Old key'

Old key'

[A],

[A],

V7, I

New key* (See Chap. U.)

New key * (See Chap. III.)

VIF7, I

New key* (See Chap. IV.)

d) The Augmented
Six Five Chord.

Proceed according to a) to

V^ of key which is a semi-

tone higher than the desir-

ed key. Resolve this chord

as an Augmented Six Five

Chord on the Minor Sixth

of the desired key,and com-

plete the Cadence. (See Chap. V.)

*) Any other Major or Minor triad of the old key may be substituted for this triad



FORMULAE FOR MODULATION,

EXPLANATION OF THE FORMULAE.

11

The terms Old key, and New key, are used to indicate briefly that

the chords designated by the Roman Numerals belong to the key from

which or the key to which, we modulate.

The Roman Numerals indicate upon which degree of the scale the chord

a common triad when not otherwise indicated) is to be taken.

[A] indicates that an Attendant chord is to be inserted if necessary.

Sometimes two [A] chords may be employed with advantage.

Augmented chords are indicated by the sign ', Diminished chords by ^,

affixed to the Roman numeral.

To make the application of these formulae perfectly clear, we will illus-

trate the use of the terms in a practical Modulation from C to
jPJJ!

Major,

using the formula a).

The key of C thus becomes the "Old key", and F% the "New key".
^^^ ^

represents the triad on the first degree of the scale of C, and r^^—r

—

the triad on the first degree in F^, while =;^^ r— represents the Seventh

chord on the Fifth degree in F^ , i. e. the Dominant Seventh of the key.

Let us represent this in notes. (See Fig. 5).

Fig. 5.

m fe

9i= ^
Old key ,

[A],
V7, I

New key*

Here we have everything but the chord represented by [A] , which is the

I V?
This connecting chordchord necessary to connect qJ^^ and j^^^^—

•

has been explained in § 7. (See also § 10).



12 CHAPTER II. 10.

CHAPTER II.
\

Modulation by Means of the Dominant Seventh Chord of the New key.

§ 10. According to the heading of this chapter we must pass

through -rr ;
, thcrcforc the first problem is to connect ^,., ,New key Old key

V7
Should there be a note common to both chords, we cam

New. key
'

proceed at once to the desired chord. If not, the Principle of Attend-
\

ant Chords will supply the connection. Thus the formula becomes;

I V^ *) I
^, ., ,

, [Al
, ^.^

' !— . Note that FA] may indicate the TAl chord
Old key ^ New key i j >> l j

of either the Old Tonic or the New Dominant, or even both if necessary.

To illustrate, let us modulate from C to Fk.

Now the formula becomes more specific

triad on C:
I

Old key
represents the

represents that on F]jf, and
V7

the
New key New key

Dominant Seventh chord on (?|. As there is no connecting note

between the chord on C and that on CL we will resort to the Attend- i

ant Chords , and discover that we can use either the Attendant chord

of C or that of C^.

Writing the chords and the formula together shows plainly the con-

nection , using first the [A] chord of ^ and then the [A] chord

of
New key

Fig. 6.

Old key

as represented in Pigs. 6 and 7.

Fig. 7.

^fe^i^^
^ -P^

siliEferf

^ 1=

I, [A] of I V?, [A]ofV,V7,

Old key New key Old key New key

*) An [A] chord can resolve to a Seventh chord instead of to a simple triad, on

ground that one Dominant Seventh chord can resolve to another. (See Chap. VI.)

"'—
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§11. In every case of Modulation through the Dominant Seventh of

the new key, there will be a feeling of incompleteness. This will dis-

appear if after the new Tonic has been reached, the so called "Closing

Formula" is added. This formula consists of the chords on I, IV, I4,

V"^, I; on II, V^, I, or of a few similar chords, which serve to establish

the key, and give a feeling of rest. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 a, where

the same Modulation as in Fig. 7 is given, with a slightly different

Heading of the voices on account of the Closing Formula following.

Fig. 7 a.

^^i^^^^=te=^^

^
I, (A]ofV, V7, "l,

riitJ:^-^

II, A V i^

Old key' New key Closing Formula

Exercises.

For the first exercises, the student will start from the Tonic triad

of C and pass to all other keys through the new Dominant Seventh chord,

using the [A] chords if necessary to make the connection. Next he will

proceed from CJ^ to every other key; then from D, and so on till he

has used every key as a starting point, from which to modulate to every

other key. To gain the fullest benefit, the pupil should practice modu-

lating both at the keyboard and in writing.

Attention must be paid to the correct leading of the voices. A Modu-

lation which is harsh in one position and with a certain leading of the

parts, may often be much improved and softened by a change of posi-

tion and different movement of the voices.

§12. It will be found that while many of these Modulations are harsh

in spite of a good leading of the voices when made directly through the

new Dominant Seventh, they may he made very pleasant ly the use of one

or both [A] chords.*) The student must not fear to take the chords

in their different inversions to induce a smooth leading of the voices.

A good effect depends also upon a proper arrangement of the accents,

as shown in the following chapter.

*) After having studied Chap. IV tlie student may repeat this Chapter using

the [A] chords in the form of Diminished Sevenths, "by which the Modulations may

often he made still more effective.
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If only one [A] chord is used, the second will usually prove the

better of the two, as it progresses to its Primary chord in the same

manner as a Dominant chord to its Tonic. 1

§13. When we use the [A] chord of the new Dominant, we touch

the key of the Dominant of the new key, as we make use of the Seventh

chord on its (the Dominant's) Fifth degree. Thus in Fig. 7, the new
key is F^ and the key of its Dominant is C^. Now it will be seen

that the [A] chord, having ^ff, is like the Dominant Seventh chord in

the key of CJf. Dr. Stainer says in his "Compositon" that a new key

should be entered through related chords or related keys. Here it is

plain that we have entered through a related key, — that of the Dom-
inant. Thus it appears how the System of Attendant Chords fills the

requirements of related chords or related keys in Modulation.

CHAPTER III.

Modulation by Means of the Closing Formula.

§ 14. As shown in the last chapter, the ordinary succession of

chords called the Closing Formula , consisting of chords upon I, IV,

I^, V^, I, of the scale, is sufficient to establish a key.*) If this prin-

ciple is applied to Modulation, the result will be a smooth and easily

intelligible transition from one key to another.

It is presumed that the student can easily and quickly form the

Tonic, Sub-dominant and Dominant Seventh chords, in all inversions

and in every key. It is also imperatively necessary that he should

think of these chords as belonging to the key to which he wishes

to pass.

In modulating with the help of this formula, we must of course intro-

duce these characteristic chords, I, IV, IS V^, I, of the New key.

The application of the principle is as follows: — We passfrom ^, . .
—

to one of the chords in the aboveformula , and as soon as we touch one of

these chords we are in the new key , needing simply to complete the Clos-

ing Formula.

It is better to get into this formula as early in its course as possible

;

but to pass directly to the Tonic of the new key would defeat our ob-

*) See § 16.
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lect of gaining a smooth and gradual Modulation ; therefore we will

l.dopt the next chord, the Sub-dominant, as the one through which we
I IV

|7ill pass. Now our immediate object is to connect ttttt— with rr—-,—

,

^ Old key Newkey

IV, 14, V^ I.
•iving the complete formula, [A],

Old key ' ^ ^' New key

For illustration, let us take the Modulation from C to F^. As there

I ^ IV ...

, we will resort3 no common note to connect and
Old key New key

the Attendant chords. Again we find the connection can be made

n two ways, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 8.

I
NB.

fr
r
^E^^i

^^l^^g^^^
I, [A] of I IV,

Old key New key

V7, I

Fig. 9.

I
t- ^m-

F
-©'- y==^iF=^^^

Old key

[A] ofIV, IV, I«, V7,

New key

-If'-

I

Note that in Fig. 8 the [A] chord is derived from

from
IV

Old key
; in Fig. 9,

New key

At NB. the Dominant Seventh is led upward, the chord being enhar-

monically changed to an inversion of an Augmented Six Five. This

will be fully explained in Chap. V.

§ 15. It will be interesting to observe here what a remarkable in-

fluence the Rhythm has upon a succession of chords in a Cadence,

whether in connection with Modulation or not. It is known that to
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form a Perfect Cadence, the Dominant chord should fall on an unac-

cented part of the measure , and the Tonic chord on the accented.

In modulating by means of the Closing Formula, we simply form a

Cadence in the New key, therefore we must observe the conditions of

Accent if we desire to have a smooth effect. Note the difference-,

between Fig. 10 and Fig. 10 a, which is the same progression harmon-

ically, with the rhythm changed to fulfill the conditions necessary t

form a Perfect Close.

Fig. 10.

-^-g-i-^^^^^
^JEi^^Ezi^i^^^

Fig. 10 a.

Fig. 10b shows the same harmonic progression in 3/4 time, which

allows a still smoother arrangement of the accents.

Fig. lOh.

^fei ^^̂ ^=^^¥=^^
Exercises.

The student should exercise himself in the same manner as was

recommended at the close of Chap. II, using every key as a starting

point from which to modulate to every other hey,

§ 16. The formula, I, IV, I4, V'^, I, is not the only one possible.

The succession, II, V^, I, is equally effective in establishing the feeling

of a close and is therefore as good as the one used in this chapter. 1
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I II V'^. I
If this form is desired the full formula will be -p---—,tAl, ^^^~—

Old key ^ New key

Other forms may also be used, as a foreign key can be entered through

any one of its triads. The reason that the triads on the Fourth and

Second degrees are generally used is because they lead more directly

to a close and are therefore more suitable for a closing formula.

CHAPTER IV.

Modulation by Means of the Diminished Seventh Chord on the

Seventh Degree of the New key.

§ 17. The Diminished Seventh on the Seventh degree is looked

upon as an incomplete form of Dominant harmony, that is, having its

root on the Dominant and resolving like the Dominant Seventh to the

Tonic.

^_^ r-«-^^
Fig. II.

^~^ ^^ ""^

$ ^ Fig. 12.

Minor Qth *^ Dim. 7tli

In figure 1 1 the chord upon (? is a Dominant Seventh with the Minor

Ninth added, resolving to the Chord on C. If the note G is omitted,

we have a Diminished Seventh chord, but it is considered as derived

from the root G (indicated in Fig. 12 by '^j, and therefore having the

mme resolution. Thus we say a Diminished Seventh chord is an incomplete

form of Dominant harmony.

In the chord of the Dominant Seventh with Minor 9*^ added, the

dissonant intervals are the Minor 7*^ from the root and the Minor 9*^.

[n the Diminished Seventh chord, the same notes form the dissonances,

appearing as a Diminished 5*^ and a Diminished 7*^ from the Bass of

the chord. These dissonances should be resolved in the same manner

as if the root were also sounding.

§ 18. A most puzzling feature of this chord is its capacity for En-

larmonic Change, by which the same combination of tones, differently

expressed, may belong to different keys. To make this clear we will

approach the subject indirectly, first showing how to recognize the to-

aality of a chord by its notation.

Shepard, Systematic Guide. 2
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How to Recognize any Fundamental Harmony.*)

Consider for a moment the formation of the Major Scales in the

different keys : G has one sharp, which is the leading note, F^. D has

one sharp in addition to this, (7Jl|, the new sharp being the leading note.

A has still one more sharp , G^^ , which is also the leading note , and

it will always prove that the last new sharp forms the leading note.

Therefore we can recognize any key with sharps in this way.

In order to find a simple means of discovering this distinguishing

feature (the leading note) , we will compare the different keys , calling

that key which has most sharps in its signature the "sharpest" key;

thus the key of B will be called sharper than the key of E, because it

has five sharps in its signature, while E has but four. In the same way
we may compare the individual notes, calling B a sharper note than E,

(To discover the degree of sharpness of any note , simply answer the

question, "How^ many sharps [or flats] in the key of the same name?")

As flats are the opposite of sharps , we may consider when com-

paring flat keys that the one ^\i\i fewest flats is the "sharpest" key,

and the same for the individual notes themselves. Thus we may say

that B^ is sharper than Ev, because in the key signatures BV \^ repre-

sented by two flats, while eV has three. **)

Now let us form a table showing the notes in their order of sJmrp-

ness, progressing from left to right.

Flats Sharps
7 6 5 4 3 210123456 7 8 9 10

C\^ G\^ D^ a\^ E\^ b\^ F C G D A E B i^# C^ (9# 7># ^#etc.

Remember that in this plan , which is simply a convenient manner of

comparing the notes, the object of which will be at once shown, the smal-

ler the number offats, or the larger the number of sharps, the '"''sharper^

will the note be considered. (At this point the pupil should compare

various notes in order to practically comprehend the above.)

In recognizing any Fundamental chord, the application of this plan

is shown in the following rule, quoted from Dr. Ouseley's "Treatise on
Harmony": —

§ 19. "/7i every Fundamental chord , the leading note is the sharpest

note to befound.
''^

(*If there is a Minor Ninth in any chord, that Ninth will be the flattest

note: otherwise the "flattest" note in a Dominant Seventh chord will be
the Seventh.')

*) This is highly important for students of Harmony and Analysis. §§ 18 to 2^,

are partly derived from, or at least suggested by Dr. Ouseley's "Treatise on Harmony i
**) This will be quickly understood by writing out in full the signatures of < w

keys in the order given in the above table. It will be seen that each successive s\^'

nature is formed by removing one flat from, or adding one sharp to the signature^

of the preceding key.

^ii
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The help of this rule is not needed to find the triads, which are

recognized by placing the chord in Thirds , when the lowest note will

be the root. In any Fundamental Seventh chord or Ninth chord, the

leading note is a Major Third from the root of the chord. Being able

by means of the above rule to find the leading note, we are thus en-

abled to discover the root of the chord (which is a Major Third lower);

and having the root, it is easy to describe the chord.*)

By means of this rule we can also recognize any Diminished Seventh

chord, as it is a Dominant Ninth chord with the root omitted.

§ 20. Let us analyze a Diminished Seventh chord. We find it com-

posed of three Minor Thirds placed one above another, or if inverted,

of two Minor Thirds and an Augmented Second. Notice that even in

the inversions , the tones are always at an equal distance from each

ot/ier.

It is known that a note may be written in different ways by means

of the Enharmonic notation ; thus F may be also written as JB^Jf or G^l?.

Let us write a Diminished Seventh chord , and changing it by enhar-

monic writing, observe the effect.

Fig. 13. Fig. 14. Fig. 15.

^^^
Comparing the notes of the chord in Fig. 13 to find the "sharpest"

note, B is represented by 5 sharps (see table on opp. page) and D by

2 sharps, while F and A\^ have no sharps whatever. Therefore B is

the "sharpest" note, and according to the above rule must be the leading

note. As the leading note in any key is an interval of the Dominant

harmony, being a Major Third from the root, it will be seen that the

root of this chord is G and that the whole chord is a Dominant Seventh

wath the Minor Ninth added, resolving naturally to the Tonic, C.

Therefore the chord in Fig. 13 is the Diminished Seventh chord on the

Seventh degree of the key of C, resolving to the Tonic triad.

By the same process of reasoning, in Fig. 14 the sharpest note, D,

is the leading note; therefore ^t^ is the root; and E^?, the key.

In Fig. 15, -F, having i\iefeivest flats, is the leading note; i)b, the

root; and G'P, the key.

In Fig. 16, 6^1 is the leading note; E, the root; and A, the key. It

should not be forgotten that these four chords (Figs. 13— 16) rest upon

the same tones, being merely enharmonically written.

*) In comparing the notes of a chromatically altered chord to find the "sharpest"

note, the pupil must carefully distinguish altered notes which are essential intervals

of the chord, from those which are merely chromatic passing notes.

2*
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§ 21. To prove this still more fully, all the Diminished Seventh

chords are given in Fig. 17, with their roots and the keys to which

they belong.

Fig. 17.

;^^| ......

'W^wp^
Roots G. A^, A. b\;. b. a
Keys a Db- -D. -E^K E. F.

Db. B. E\?. E. F.

6?b. G. A^. A. B?. l^-

These chords are divided into four groups , each group consisting of

three chords. The reason for grouping and numbering them becomes

apparent when we notice that all the chords indicated by the same
w. X. y. z.

figure, but with different letters, as . .-—- .
—

- r^^

rest upon the same tones, being merely inverted and enharmonically

written. Thus it will be seen that there are in reality but three different

DiminishedSeventh chords, — that is, different in sound, each of which be-

longs by enharmonic writing to four different keys.

§ 22. The reason this chord can belong to different keys is, that

while the tones remain the same , by enharmonic writing each note in

turn is expressed so that it will be "sharper" than the others, thus be-

coming the leading note and requiring a different note as the root of

the chord, and therefore a different resolution.*)

§ 23. Having now a thorough understanding of the Diminished Sev-

enth chord , we will proceed to the Modulations, first noting the prin-

cipal facts deduced from the foregoing :
—

1) The Diminished Seventh is looked upon as an incomplete form

of Dominant harmony, the root being omitted.

2) By enharmonic writing a Diminished Seventh chord may belong

to four different keys.

3) As shown in § 5 , an Attendant chord may appear in the form

of a Diminished 7*^, which frequently gives a smoother connec-

tion than when it is in the form of a Dominant 7*^\

*) Being Dominant harmonies , chords of the Diminished Tti frequently have

False Cadences. This fact explains the common progressions of the chord shown in

Fig. 17a, as well as many others occurring less frequently.

Fig. 17a. fe m i=^. 31^:
"W^

i-feg
i=S
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I

By the terms of the Modulation we are to use the Diminished Seventh

chord on the Seventh degree of the new key, therefore the first process

I VII07
will be to connect 7-—^— and — —

. If there is a connectinsr
Old key New key ®

note we may proceed directly from one to the other : if not, we will

resort to the Attendant chords. It is clear, that if an [A] chord of

VII07 y
^^ ;— is used, it must be that ("Al chord which resolves to — ;—

.

New key New key

because VII^^ is merely 2iii incomplete form of V, as explained above.

I VII^" I
Let us modulate from C ioF^. TheFormula is z^r^,—

,
[A], ~—~

^ Old key^ ^ New key.

In this case there is no connecting note, therefore we will try the [A]

chords and find three ways of connecting, using either [A] chord with-

out the other, or by using both together, as shown in Figs. 18, 19

and 20.

Fig. 18.

i ^^^^^
-s^ teEp

L [A] of I VII07, I

Old key ' New key

Fig. 19.

l-^fei=^^
^^^^^=^fe

_I [A]ofV, VII07, I

Old key ' New key

Old key ' New key

In Fig. 1 8 it will be seen that the [A] chord of C without the root is

an enharmonic form of the desired Diminished Seventh chord : thus we
find it often occurs that the [A] chord in the form of a Diminished Sev-

enth gives the best connection. Indeed, in the present instance, the

transition from one key to the other is so direct that it is almost start-

ling, in spite of the close connection.
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If we use the other [A] chord, as in Fig. 19, the eflfect is more

gradual.

Both [A] chords as in Fig. 20 give a very smooth Modulation. Even

though the fourth chord consists of the same tones as the second (see

Fig. 20) it has a different sound when following its [A] chord, which

seems to prepare the way and make the general effect smoother.

§ 24. In every case the addition of the Closing Formula to confirm

the Modulation (as in Fig. 20 a), greatly improves the effect.

1

Fig. 20 a.
iiij^^lP^^^

m3=^sBm^^^i^^^^
I, [A] of I [A]ofV, Vlio, I

Old key ' New key, '

I V7 I

Closing Formula

M 7t
:«-

^ 3 ¥-

m^ *
II 14 yl

-^

Closing Formula.

Exercises.

As in Chap. Ill, the student should exercise himself systematically

in modulating by means of this chord , using every key as a starting

point from which to modulate to every other key. Even where there

I VII^^
is a connecting note between

qJj-^
and ^^^^-^ if t^e effect is

not smooth the student should try the [A] chords and find the best

method of making the Modulation.

§ 25. The Diminished Seventh chord, being common to four keys,

and therefore characteristic of none, is very useful in weakening the feel-

ing of Tonality in the old key, thus making a Modulation seem less

abrupt. For the same reason it may be approached as if it belonged

to one key and left as if it belonged to another, being used as the turn-

ing point in a direct Modulation as in Fig. 18.
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§ 26. The Diminished Seventh chord may be used in connection

with Modulation by means of the Closing Formula: instead of pro-

ceeding to the chord on the Seventh degree , we will connect with the

triad on the Fourth (or the Second) degree of the new key , using its

[A] chord in the Diminished Seventh form to make the connection.

(See Fig. 21.)

Fig. 21.

^ Mi5h- -^Rf^ I

^ ¥^ tt

I [A]ofIV, IV, V7
Old key

^ New key

This process is exactly like that of proceeding to the new Tonic

through its Diminished Seventh chord, for the Diminished Seventh

chord on the Seventh degree is nothing more or less than the [A] chord of

the Tonic in its Diminished Seventh form. (See § 5.)

§ 27. In Modulations by means of the Dominant Seventh or the

Diminished Seventh chord , the similarity of form between these har-

monies and the [A] chord of the new Tonic must have been remarked.

These Modulations might even be considered as a rather more concise

statement of the formula in § 8, particularly as it is always found that

if any [A] chord is necessary in Modulations through the Dominant Seventh

)r Diminished Seventh chord, that of ^, , ,
— is sufficient to make the

•^ Old key
"^

oonnecgfon. Thus it is apparent that in connecting the Tonic triad of the

aid key with any other triad of the new key by the use of [A] chords,

we use precisely the same method as when we proceed to the new Tonic

by means of the Dominant 7*^ or Diminished 7*^: there is no new
principle involved, but a broader application of the old principle

.

A fuller exposition of the Diminished Seventh chord might be given,

showing how it may easily be changed into various Dominant Seventh

chords by raising or lowering one or more of its tones a half step ; and

iow it has a close relation with every key, Major or Minor (see also

j§ 44 and 56). But the pupil, having learned how to find that Dimin-

'shed 7^^ chord [or [A] chord] which shall resolve to ANY DESIRED
MAJOR OR MINOR TRIAD, would find further explanation, though

iraluable for general knowledge, unnecessary and confusing in pursuing

;he subject of Modulation.

ms^
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CHAPTER V.

Modulation by Means of the Augmented Sixth Chords.

§ 28. These harmonies appear in three forms, viz., Augmented Si]

Three, Augmented Six Four Three, and Augmented Six Five Thre(

chords.

Fig. 22. ^=feM=i:
6' 6

3 4 5
3 3

They are chromatically altered chords, the Augmented E sounding

like a Dominant Seventh chord.

Many different theories have been advanced to explain these chords

which have long vexed musicians. Although differing in their views

regarding their origin, the theorists are united concerning the resolution:

the natural resulution is to the triad a 4*'' higher (or a 5*^ lower) than

the root of the Augmented 6*^, and upon this basis the present chapter

will be developed.

Until very recently, in fact so lately that most of the standard works

do not touch upon the fact, it was thought that in every key there is

but one Augmented Sixth chord,*) that leading to the Dominant. In

the key of C it would be -Ay—[7
^ g As this is sufficient to

show the principle of Modulation by means of the Augmented Sixth

chords, it will be used for the purpose, though in the note at the end

of the chapter further possibilities will be shown.

We shall arrive at the simplest, most systematic and most practical

view of the whole subject by analyzing the three similar chords, the

augmented \, the Augmented 4, and the Augmented 5 together, showing

how they have the same root and the same natural resolution.

The Augmented Six Three Chord.

§ 29. Let us take a Dominant Seventh chord, for example DF^AC,

place it in its second inversion with the root omitted,
^

i
*) It is now conceded that there is also an Augmented Sixth chord on the Minor

Second of the scale, having its root on the Dominant and resolving to the Tonic : i

the key of C it would be

w-^-
^

^ ._
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nd chromatically lower the Fifth from the original root, giving the

hord
"

/t^
|:
fe—-ff - This is called the chord of the Augmented ^.

3

^'he root being Z>, and the original chord an ordinary Dominant Seventh,

lie natural resolution is to the triad on G^ Notice

3

hat the leading note of the original chord progresses upward and the

finor Seventh downward as in the ordinary progression of a Dominant

eventh chord, while the accidentally lowered Fifth follows the natural

endency downward.

The student should here form Augmented Six Three chords from other

dominant 7*^^ in order to practically comprehend the process.

The Augmented Six Four Three Chord.

§ 30. If the same Dominant Seventh chord is taken in its second

iversion, this time not omitting the root, and the Fifth chromatically

5wered, we shall have the same Augmented Sixth chord as before

srith the addition of the root note D, This chord is

ailed the Augmented 4. For precisely the same reasons as with the

Augmented |, the natural resolution is to the triad on G.

As above , the student should form Augmented Six Four Three chords

rom other Dominant Sevenths and resolve them.

The Augmented Six Five Three Chord.

§ 31. If we take the same Dominant harmony as before, this time

r-f—)7g-nT
vith the Minor Ninth from the root added -j^—jip , place it in its

econd inversion, omitting the root, and lowering the Fifth accidentally,

ve shall have the chord
\--f
hr-\r^—

[[ , called the Augmented Six Five,

vhich has the characteristic of sounding like a Dominant Seventh

hord.*) This chord, being formed from the same harmony as before,

*) This chord sounds like the Dominant Seventh of the key of D t? . The key

»f I> [? being a semitone higher than the key of C, we shall he able to utilize this

imilarity of sound in the rule for Modulation.
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though in a fuller form, has the same natural resolution to the triad

on G :feJS^^JEj|. But here are consecutive Fifths, which maj|

be avoided in various ways. Among them may be mentioned, a) Resolv-

ing first to an Augmented | or \, which being precisely the same

harmony, does not aflfect the character of the connection ; and b) By
delaying the resolution of some of the voices, thus forming a suspension.

Both ways are exemplified in Fig. 23.

„. „„ rr-¥ki g II l^s^gj^-Fig. 23. ffi^^^s^i---Ag^^g=
6- 7 6-6 5

Before proceeding , the student shouldform Augmented Six Five Three

chords from other Dominant 7*^^, resolving them in such a manner as to

avoid the consecutive Fifths.

§ 32. It should be noticed that the suspension shown in Fig. 23
forms a \ chord on the root C. If this occurs on an accented beat we
have a strong impression of the ley of C, according to the principle

that a \ chord occurring on the accented part of a measure indicates a

close. It was partly this fact which led the older theorists to believe

that a key could have but one Augmented Sixth chord. But it should

be remembered that it is the chord of the \ and not the chord of the

Augmented 6*^, which gives the feeling of Tonality.

It is important to observe that all of the above chords, whether t ,

4 or 5 ,
were derived from the root 2>, the Supertonic in the key of C,

'

3 3

and are therefore essentially alike. It should also he observed that with

the exception of the accidentally lowered note, they are like the [A] chord

of G. (This similarity to the [A] chords will be utilized in extending

the application of the Augmented Sixth chords. See § 39.)

§ 33. Having gained an insight into the construction of these chords,

let us proceed to use them in Modulation. As they resolve to the

Dominant (or to the Tonic ^), it will not be difficult to complete the

Modulation after we have reached the Augmented 6^^ of the new key.

But how shall we connect with this chord?

Three methods may be suggested by which this can be accomplished.*)

*) Unless the pupil is well advanced in Theory it will be unwise to study all

three methods at once as confusion might result : a) will prove sufffcient for all

practical purposes.
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Through the Chord of the Dominant Seventh.

a) The similarity of sound between the Augmented 5 and the Domi-

nt 7*^ has been noticed. If this be further observed, it will be seen

it the Augmented 5 in the key of C is identical in sound with the

)minant 7^^ in the key of Z)|7, the note F^ being an enharmonic form

:i4j?gsqfi2^|=iq]; of G'b (see Fig. 24).

As the key of Z)|7 is a semitone higherM4.SiMs
V7

an the key of C, it is evident that the chord of the Dominant 7*^ of

y key is the same ivhen changed enharmonically as the Augmented 5

the key a semitone lower.

In Chap. II. we learned to connect any chord with the Dominant 7'^

any other key ; therefore we can proceed to the Dominant 7^^ of the

y which is a semitone higher than the desired key. This Dominant 7*^,

Iharmonically changed, will be the desired Augmented 5 chord.

Therefore we may form the following rule :
—

P*. Connect _ according to Chap. II with the Dominant 1^^ of the hey

semitone higher than the desired key.

2nd^ Change this enharmonically*) to an Augmented 5 chord and resolve

to the Dominant or Tonic ^ of the new key.

5*"^. Complete the cadence, thus establishing the Modulation.

To illustrate let us modulate from C to F^. In Fig. 25 the second

lord is the Dominant 7*^ of the key of G (which is a semitone higher

an the desired key). The third chord consists of the same tones

iharmonically changed to an Augmented 5 in the desired key. To

roid consecutive Fifths it is first resolved to an Augmented ^, which

ogresses to the Dominant of the new key, after which the Cadence

completed.

Fig. 25.

^ 1^-*^^^fe
if-J-

I Dom. 7tii

Old key' of(^

V7.

Roofcjf New key

') As this Augmented 5 chord is derived from the Supertonic of the new key,

must be indicated hy the notation.
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Fig. 26.

I ^S4N ^^P
¥=^^

I Dom. 7tii 6'

Oldkey' of G 5

^^^F=^.
V7
New key

The same plan is followed in Fig. 26 where the Augmented 5

followed by the Tonic | instead of the Dominant. It should not b<

forgotten however, that the natural resolution is to the Dominant,

In Fig. 25 the chord of the Augmented 5, founded on the root (?|

has 5J$ as its Third; therefore it is not, strictly speaking, in the kei

of F^, but is more like the [A] chord of CJ} with its Fifth (Z)j() acci

dentally lowered. (Of course the same might be said of the chore

?̂
, that it is not in the key of C: this point will be considerec

in the note at the close of this chapter.)

Before proceeding, the pupil should make himself thoroughly familiai

with this process of modulating. j

Through the Supertonic of the New key.

b) § 34. A more scientific statement, though not so well adaptec

for practical use at the keyboard, is as follows :
—

!

As this chord is derived from Supertonic harmony we can conned

, using [A] chords if necessary. From the 2°* inversiorwith
New key

of this chord is formed the Augmented 5 which resolves as above

to the Dominant or Tonic \ of the new key, from which we can com-

plete the Cadence.

It will be best to take the :rz ;— in its 2^* inversion*) in order to
New key

pass smoothly to the Augmented 5 which is derived from the 2°^ in-

version of the Supertonic.

*) The treatment of a 4 chord is governed by special rules of Harmony. In

general the Bass should be approached from a proximate note rather than by a skip,

unless the chord forms part of a Cadence or is approached from another position 0]

the same harmony.
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ig. 27.

^^^^^^̂ =^^e:^pM

l^-/-T^^-M^^-^^^^if^ #:
I [A] of II, 114, V, V7, I

Old key New key

Let us modulate according to this plan from C to i^jf. In Fig. 27

second chord is the [A] chord (in the form of a Diminished 7*^)

G'JI, the Supertonic of the new key. The third chord is the Triad

Off^m its second inversion: the fifth chord is the Augmented | hav-

: (rj} as its root, leading to the Dominant of the desired key.

ig. 28.

'^'. ^IS ^ :j^=I

i
I-- iK -i?^.#

[A] of II, 114,

Old key'
5 » II V7,

New key

In Fig. 28 the Augmented
I
leads to the Tonic

I
instead of to the

minant.

Through the Chord of the Diminished Seventh.

117
c) § 35. The chord of -~

, in the second inversion and without
New key '

root, is found to rest upon the same tones as the chord of the Dimi-

hed 7*^ on the Major Sixth of the new key. Therefore we may ex-

jss the rule as follows :
—

Proceed, if there is a cofnmon note , to the Diminished 7**" lying on the

ijor Sixth of the new key. Lower the loivest tone chromatically, thus

ming an Augmented 5 a semitone above the new Dominant^ which resolves
o

T

ivill provebefore. Should an [A] chord be necessary, that of

^ficientfor all cases.

Old key
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Fig. 29.

CHAPTER V. §3S

^^^^^^^^
¥==^
^=e=[

^ §^^m ^̂
—

^1— ri

VF,

gE^S-pfeE:
^ 3 V, V7

Old key New key

Let us modulate again from C to /^jj, using this method. In Fig.

the chord at the beginning of the second measure is a Diminished 7

on the Major 6*^ degree in the key of F^. The next chord is tl

Augmented chord obtained by lowering the lowest tone of this Dimi

ished 7*^. It is necessary to write the chord enharmonically to sho

its derivation from the root G%.

For some cases this method is preferable to the others, as the chord

of the Diminished 7*^, being common to four keys, is characteristic of

none ; therefore the sense of Tonality is not sufficiently powerful when

we strike the Augmented 6*^ chord to prejudice our judgment in

regard to its resolution.

§ 36. The student should notice that in ali three methods here de

scribed , the underlying idea is that the Augmented 6*^ chords arcj

derived from the Supertonic of the new key, and the notation musij

indicate that fact.

Exercises.

§ 37. After having learned the use of the Augmented 5 chord in

Modulation , it will be found easy to use the other forms of the same

harmony, by omitting the 5*^ if the Augmented
I

is wanted, or taking

the 4*^ instead of the 5*^, in the Augmented |
chord.

The systematic practice recommended in previous chapters should

here be most diligently applied.

§ 38. There is also a chord of the Augmented 6*^ on the Minoi

Second of the scale, resolving directly to the Tonic, which can be usee

for modulating. The root in this case is the Dominant, and in choosing

[A] chords this fact must be considered. This Augmented 6*^ chort

may be approached by either of the three methods described in §§ 33

34 and 35, but as the objective point is different, a different use o

the terms becomes necessary. Fig. 30 illustrates such a Modulation

using the method which is analogous to that in § 34. (For more com

plete directions see § 53).
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Fig. 30.

w=^d-w^=^=^^=^=p='̂Mi=^g-J?,6 ' te

-H^- :^

[A]ofV, V4
6'

3 1

-ir

Old key,' New key

The second chord is the [A] chord of C^ , the Dominant of the

isired key. The third chord is that Dominant in its 2"^ inversion,

Uowed by the Augmented 5 chord which leads to the new Tonic.

Modulation may be effected by the reverse of the process described

this chapter, viz. by resolving an Augmented 5 as if it were aDom-

ant 7*^ in another key. (See Fig. 73.) Chords of the Augmented 6*^

n also have False Cadences,*) offering still further possibilities of

)dulation.

Appendix to Chapter V.

A Broader Application of the Augmented Sixth chords.**)

§ 39. It has been noticed how the chords of the Augmented 6*^

ed in Chap. V, derived from the Supertonic, are VikQ Attendant chords

the Dominant. It seems strange that the theorists should say that the

ord /K—^^^ belongs to the key of C when it has so many accident-

The statement is here offered that it is not , strictly speaking , in

e key of (7, but is merely the [A] chord of the Dominant with its 5*^

cidentally lowered (which does not alter its resolution). This view
supported by the fact that an [A] chord has a Major S'"^ while the

ord of the 7*^ on the Supertonic has a Minor 3"^^. The following

nsiderations are offered to prove that the Augmented Sixth chords

long to the System of Attendant Chords and as such can be applied

•t only to the Dominant and Tonic but to other intervals as well.

§ 40. If we look to the Scientific Basis of Music for direction in

gard to the use of these chords, we gain very different results from

fferent authorities.

*) In the section from § 39 to § 54 the chord of the Augmented 6*1^ is shown to

a form of Dominant harmony, therefore it can have False Cadences.
**) The following pages (§ 39 to § 54) are designed only for advanced students

Theory and are not essential to the general object of the work. They were written

)re to show the possibilities of development which lie before these chords than
r any other purpose.
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Helmholtz informs us that they are a relic of the Dorian Mode.

Dr. Day , after pointing out that no chromatic intervals should ijc

used excepting those which are found among the natural harmonics oi

the key, gives such a list of chromatic tones, that from it we are able

to form but two Augmented Sixth chords , and he asserts that eac)

chord is derivedfrom two roots.

Dr. Poole, on the other hand, shows such an extended list of natura

harmonics that we may obtain five Augmented Sixth chords withoui

passing the limit. Thus it would seem that we could find authority

for most contradictory statements , and the above is sufficient to shov

that the musical world is still open to conviction in the matter.

The most modern view of these chords, as expressed by Dr. Ouselej

in his "Treatise on Harmony", will be seen to be similar to that upoi

which the chords are displayed in Chap. V, treating them like Domi-

nant chords with the 5*^ accidentally lowered.

§ 41. If then this is the case, there is no essential reason wh;

these chords can not be used as [A] chords resolving to the differen

degrees of the scale. (Thus it will be seen that they do not need t<

be in the key any more than other [A] chords.) This will be foun(

only a rational result of the chromatic condition of the modern harmoni

system , and the relation of chords to each other irrespective of key,

mentioned in § 3.

§ 42. But there hare been two practical objections advanced

this broader application of the Augmented Sixth chords, which w
must consider. They are ; a) The feeling of Tonality which has beei

considered a characteristic of this chord ; and b) The bad effect o

a cadencing resolution to a Minor triad.

§ 43. Let us consider the first. The chord A\; C E'\; Fk was Ion:

considered the only Augmented 5 in the key of C , and while it wj

acknowledged that the theoretically correct resolution is to the Domi
nant chord , for practical purposes the False Cadence to the Tonic

was more frequently taken, the other being rather laid aside.

As a ^ chord , unless carefully approached
,
gives the feeling of

close and therefore of Tonality, it was natural that the Augmented

should gradually come to be used to lead to the close. Thus custoi

became law, and the numerous other False and Modulating Resolutioi

were ignored.*)

This custom was not in any way contradicted by the natural resc

lution to the Dominant, for, the only Augmented 5 then in use bein

derived from the Supertonic root , there was a succession of chord

*) As the Augmented Sixth chords are Dominant chords with the 5*1^ accideni

ally lowered, they have many False Cadences, the number of which is increase

rather than diminished by the chromatically altered 5*^.
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ery similar to the Closing Formula, II, V, I, which also gives a strong

jeling of Tonality. Thus the chord was connected with a feeling of

onality which does not so much belong to the Chord itself as to the

iccession of chords with which it is connected.

§ 44. There is also another consideration which will show why any
assing impression of Tonality can be easily connected with this chord,

he chief cause of the characteristic of the leading note in a chord of

16 Dominant 7*^ to ascend is the interval of a Major 3^^ between it and
e root of the chord.*) To prove this, play a chromatic sequence of

Uminished 7*^^ up and down the keyboard : it will be seen that there

no sense of Tonality and no predominating tendency on the part of

ny interval to progress in any direction. **) But if after playing such

sequence we lower any one of the notes a half step, there is at once

most decided tendency to progress in a particular direction, depend-

ig upon which tone is lowered. To illustrate, let us imagine the follow

-

ig measures (see Figures 31— 34) as occurring at the close of a

>ng chromatic sequence of Diminished 7*^^. In the successive exam-
les the Bass, Tenor, Alto, and Soprano are in turn lowered a semi-

me on the fourth beat to form the root of a Dominant 7*^, resolving

each case to the triad a 4*^ higher than the root of the Dominant 7*^.

Enharmonic writing is of course occasionally necessary.

Fig. 31.

9^ :^Wl

Fig. 32.

Keyofi)l7 Key of E

*) The cause of this characteristic may perhaps be more accurately defined hy
ying it lies in the combination of the interval of a Major 3^^ below and a Diminish-
5*^ above the leading note. The point here to be impressed is that the interval

' a Diminished 5*^ alone , or in combination with Minor ^^^^, is not sufficient to

ve a strong upward tendency to the leading note.

**) In § 20 it was shown that a chord of the Diminished 7*^ is comdosed of equal

tervals (Minor S^ds^, therefore there is fTactically no difference between the several

versions. In § 17 it was explained that in a chord of the Diminished 7*^, the

ssonant intervals are the Diminished 5*^^ and the Diminished 1^^ from the Bass

\,ot the root). According to § 20 either of the notes of the chord may be taken as

e Bass (which is the leading note) ; therefore the intervals of a Diminished 5*^

id a Diminished 7*^ from each note considered as the Bass are present in every

lord, either directly or by inversion. Thus it becomes clear that there are four sets

dissonant intervals , each set demanding a different resolution. As these sets are

[ually powerful the effect of each is neutralized by the others and the general

feet is not strong in any direction, though there is felt to be a necessity of some
solution.

Shepard, Systematic Guide. 3
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fig. 33.

*:M=:i^^^
-^im-^- 3l

p
Fig. 34

l=t4s^ #̂:

I

ii
J^52S_ ^ ?iiA

V7,

Key of G
V7 I

Key of^17

The Diminished 7*^ chord is composed exclusively of Minor S"*^^

:

thus it becomes plain that as soon as the interval of a Major ^^^ is

formed, there is a strong impression of Tonality.

§ 45. Let us apply this to the Augmented 5. When we omit the

root of a Dominant 7*^ or Dominant 2 we remove this impression of a

leading note, as the remaining notes are at an equal distance from each

other. Lowering another note accidentally introduces the characteristic

interval of a Major V^ between other notes, and the impression from

the first root is materially weakened or soon forgotten if the chord is

long continued.

For this reason the feeling of Tonality is a little obscure and liable

to be disturbed by passing influences ; therefore much depends upon

the manner in which this chord is approached , as in Modulation a

previous key might easily leave behind a disturbing sense of Tonality.

§ 46. If the Augmented 5 is approached through a Diminished 7*^

chord, the impression of the previous key can be almost or entirely

removed, for as was shown in Chap. IV, the Diminished 7*^ being

common to four keys, is characteristic of none. .

This is illustrated in Fig. 35, modulating from -Ej? Major to C. \

Fig. 35.

if^ '^

5r nw^
§i^i

H«-

fclzzl:

-^-
5^ g=9i m

I, [A] ofI [A]ofII, [AlofV g2
Old key ' New key

V. V'

t=4
^^i
r

^-^

iifetll
^

fe^
I, ir, v7,

New key
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This Modulation is carried out according to the rule b) of § 34. The
tiird chord is the [A] chord, in its Diminished 7*^ form, of Z>, the Super-

onic in the new key. The fourth chord is the chord derived from D
but with a Major ^^^]

, in its second inversion with the 7*^ and 9*^

dded, and with the root omitted in preparation for the following Aug-

lented 5. This Augmented chord resolves to the Dominant, after

i^hich the Closing Formula, II, V, I, is added.

In Fig. 36 will be seen the same kind of a Modulation (using [A]

hords in the Diminished 7*^ form) but the Augmented 5 leads to the

'ourth degree, thus forming a Modulation by means of the Closing

'ormula.

Fig.

I [A] of I [AJoflVJ_
Old key '

The third chord is the [A] chord of
IV

New key

New key

; the next chord is the

ame with its 5*^ accidentally lowered thus making an Augmented 5

,

iading to the triad on the Fourth degree, after which the Cadence is

ompleted.

§ 47. Having now seen Augmented 5 chords which lead to the Dom-

lant , the Tonic and the Sub-dominant , we may safely say that the

npression ofTonality in connection with these chords is only apparently

le case,*) and may be avoided by properly approaching them.

The Cadencing Resolution to a Minor Triad.

§ 48. The cadencing resolution of this chord to a Minor Triad being

lore harsh than to a Major one, is usually forbidden. But why?
Looking back over the history of the development of the Harmonic

ystem, we find that two centuries ago the Minor Triad was not con-
dered sufficiently consonant to be used as the final chord of a com-
osition.

*j To connect the chord A^ C E\; F^ with the key of C would seem theoretic-

ly quite erroneous : if connected with any it would apparently he most nearly
ilated to the key of 6?, for it is like the Dominant harmony in that key with the 5*^

icidentally lowered and the root omitted. But having the characteristic interval

ansposed hy this accidental lowering of the 5*^, it loses part of its tendency to-

ard Q : therefore it has less Tonal relation than other Dominant chords , and the
ily relation it has to the chord on C is the Natural relation hy having a common
3te.

3*
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A principle of Harmony is that every dissonance must resolve to i

consonance. But a scientific analysis of a Minor triad shows the pres-

ence of one or more so called Combinational Tones or deep Harmonics,

which produce a faint discord, and the presence of a natural Harmonic

of the root which is also discordant. In Major both the Combinational

Tones and the Upper Harmonics coincide with the intervals of th(

chord, thus making a more perfect consonance than the Minor. Foi

this reason a Minor triad is naturally less well adopted than a Majoi

one to be the resolution of any dissonance.

If we consider the forced progression of the chromatically lower-

ed 5*^,*) the implied if absent consecutive Fifths, the faint impres-

sion of a foreign key caused by the similarity of sound to the Dom-

inant 7*^ (see § 31) and by transposing the important interval of th(

Major 3^^* (see § 45), and the consequently diflferent progressions, —
if all these are taken into view , it is only natural that the ear shouU

desire the most perfect possible consonance as the resolution of thii

chord, which through arbitrary change has been made obscure am
contradictory. i

§ 49. Being however. Dominant harmony, there is no essentia

reason why this chord can not resolve to the Minor as well as to th(

Major if it can he done with good effect. The following hints are designee

to secure a smooth connection of the chords and thereby a pleasan

progression from the Augmented 5 to a Minor triad.

1) If in approaching the Augmented 5 we destroy as far as possibli

all previous feeling of Tonality, for example by using a Diminished 7*'

chord, it can resolve to a Minor triad without bad effect.

Fig. 37.

-^=3--

^

m SZ^L. |~iste=ii=ip

h
'¥=¥

I . [A]ofI [AjoflD, [f ]

,

Old key ' New key

II,

^^
V7,

¥-

*) The progression of the 5**^ in Dominant harmony is free, that is, it can move
6

either up or down. But heing chromatically lowered in the augmented 5, it is in
3

measure forced to continue in the same direction for its resolution, forming consec-

utive Fifths with the Minor 9*^ from the root if they resolve at the same time anc

hoth follow their natural tendency to the note a half step lower.
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Fig. 38.

I fcif: 15^ 1il=^Sct:^^C=|^J=
"111

J(C_ i i
fc

[A] of I (A) of II, V,
F

n

Old key New key

For example, in Fig. 37 the third chord is the fA] chord of ,,New key
1 its Diminished 7* form. The fourth chord is the same in its Ang-

lented 5 form. By comparing Fig. 37 with Fig. 38 it will be seen

tiat the Augmented 5 improves rather than mars the smoothness of

ffect.

2) By restoring the accidentally lowered 5*^ before resolving, or in

ther words resolving it to an ordinary Dominant or Attendant chord,

nd allowing the 5*^ to proceed upward to the Minor 3^^^ of the succeed-

ag chord.

Fig. 39.

_£!m ^

^

^^=%te^p^^s

fe m
II V7,

Old key New key

In this case the chord should be approached according to a) § 33, to

revent the altered 5*^ from being first heard in its natural position,

t would be a meaningless progression for a note to descend a half

tep and at once return. Therefore in the above example we look for

tie Dominant 7*^ situated a semitone higher than the desired triad

^^—-— 1. As rr — is G^, the necessary Dominant 7*^ must lie
New key/ New key ^'

n A. This Dominant 7*^, (in Fig. 39 enclosed in parenthesis) enhar-

lonically written to show its derivation from D^ (because D^\^ the

oot of the [A] chord of G^) will be the Augmented 5 chord resolv-

ig to G^.

In Op. 22, Beethoven has used a device similar to the above, as

hown in Fig. 40.
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Fig. 40.
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Here the Augmented 5 harmony is divided between the two chords on

the third and fourth beats of the measure, that on the third beat

lacking only F^ to be a complete Augmented 5 . The fourth beat shows

us ordinary Dominant harmony (the 7*^, C, was heard in the previous

chord) leading to the triad of G^ Minor. Notice that ^b of the third

beat is restored (made natural) on the fourth beat, and progresses to

the Minor ^^ of the triad of G in the same manner as in Fig. 39.

§ 50. It should be noticed that in Figs. 35, 36 and 37, the Aug-;

mented 5 was derived from the [A] chord of the interval to which it {the

Augmented 5 ) should resolve, thus shoicing the Augmented 5 to he only an^
3 ,, 3

[A] chord with altered 5**^.

§51. Should further proof be desired , it can be found in the fact

that a descending chromatic sequence can be formed from a series of

Augmented Six Five chords in the same manner as from Dominant 7*^**

or Diminished 7*^% as shown in Figs. 41 and 42.

Dim. 7th

Aug.^

Roots.

1^I —I
I

—-—I ^ ^ - I

5 3 : 5 3^
I
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pi^^D^ii)^ letc:

mmmm^^^(^)m
\m f^\

\ \P^i
1 t>' ^ etc.

lfc=/=\=^!KigSii^^d)^^ letc:

ri9fc ^E :etc.:

The 1^*, 2^^, and 3'^'^ staves of Fig. 41 show a series of Dominant
and Tonic chords , each Tonic chord being used as the basis for con-

structing the following Dominant harmony. (The process is fully de-

scribed in Chap. VI.) The 4*^ staff shows the root of each chord in

the upper staves , and need not be played unless we desire to hear a

series similar to the others, but with the Dominant harmonies appearing

in the form of Minor 9*^^, when it may be played in connection with

the 2"^ staff. To avoid consecutive 5^^^ in resolving the Augmented 5

,

the quarter notes on the 3^^ staff may be used, forming an Augmented |

after the Augmented 5 . The chords of the Augmented 5 formed from

the roots C, B\; and ^[7, are inverted, the Augmented 6*^ appearing

in the form of a Diminished 3^*^ between the two inner voices.

Let us compare the Dominant harmonies, in the different forms of

Dominant 7*^, Diminished 7*^, and Augmented 5, taking for example

the latter part of the third (full) measure of Fig. 41, having B^ for the

root. The P* staff shows the chord in its Dominant form to be F A\;

B^ D ; the 2"^ staff gives (by inverting for comparison), F A\; C\; D;
the 3^^^ staff gives F\} A']; C\? B. From this we see there is a closer

resemblance between the Diminished 7*^ and the Augmented 5 forms

than between Diminished 7*^ and Dominant forms : therefore if we say

that the Diminished 7*^ is a form of Dominant harmony , surely the

Augmented 5 , having the same root as the Diminished 7***, the same

resolution and the same intervals excepting one which is accidentally—
notfundamentally— changed, should be admitted as a form of the same
harmony.

Fig. 42 shows the same series of chords as Fig. 41, but with the

I
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Tonic harmonies omitted, forming a sequence of Dominant 7*^^ Di-

minished 7*^^^ and Augmented 5 chords, respectively. As this can be

done with as good effect in the Augmented 5 as in the other forms,

we may conclude that the Augmented 5 has the same properties as the

other forms of Dominant harmony.

It has been shown that Attendant chords are the same as Dominant

harmony, excepting that they are not necessarily in the key; therefore

it must be clear that the Augmented Six Five chords belong to the System

of Attendant Chords.

§ 52. By comparing Figs. 7 and 27, it will be seen that the [A]

V 6 V
chord of —

—

-— in Fig. 7 and the Augmented 5 leading to ;:= -.
—

New key 3 New key

in Fig. 27 are similar chords, having the same root and the same resolu-

tion, whether in the form ofDominant 7*^ orAugmented 5 : this affords

additional evidence of what is already well established.*)

§ 53. Though hardly necessary after the description already given,

the following rules may be useful in finding the Augmented 5 resolv-

ing to the triad upon any desired interval of the scale: (See § 6.)

a] The Augmented 5 may be derived from the Dominant 7*^ lying

a semitone higher than the root of the desired chord.**)

h) It may be formed by taking the [A] chord of the desired inter-

val in its 2"*^ inversion and then accidentally lowering the 5*^

(from the root of the original [A] chord)

.

c) It may be derived from the Diminished 7*^ lying a whole tone

above the desired interval.

These three rules are practically the same as the corresponding rules

in §§ 33, 34 and 35.

§ 54. After a careful consideration of the above, it would seem
beyond a doubt that the Augmented 6*^ chords can have a much wider

application than has been accorded them in the past. The history of the

development of the Harmonic System shows a continual addition of new
larmonic material and innovations in the use of chords. It is also notice-

able that as certain chords became better understood the restrictions

regarding their use were gradually removed , allowing them a larger

ange. Therefore it is but reasonable to expect that the Augmented
3ixth chords (concerning which authorities still disagree) as they become
)etter known will undergo a similar process of emancipation. Being

lowever extremely sensitive , they need caveful treatment, and this we
lave learned from the preceding pages to apply , both in approaching

md resolving them.

*) This classification (considering the chords of the Diminished Tth and Aug-
nented 6*^ to be but forms of Dominant harmony) will be found to greatly simplify

he study of Harmony.
**) By desired chord is meant the chord to which the Aug. Gtt should resolve.
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CHAPTER VI.

55.

Chromatic Sequence of Dominant Seventh Chords. Chromatic

Sequence of Diminished Seventh Chords.

Fig. 43. i
i^
-4-

* etc.

§ 55. While not directly bearing upon Modulation, to understand

these simple progressions will give the student a more thorough grasp

of the entire subject, as it shows the inter-relation of the whole

harmonic system.

Sequence of Dominant Sevenths.

Fig. 44.

oots G C C F F B"? b\Roots G
a
o
Q

In Fig. 44 a succession of Dominant 7*^ and Tonic chords is given,!

each Dominant 7*^^ being formed by adding a Minor Seventh to the

preceding Tonic triad. The Dominant Seventh chords resolve regularly

to the triad a 4*^ higher or a 5*^ lower.

Thus the first chord resolves regularly to the triad on C. To thisj

triad the Minor Seventh from the root C is added, making a Dominant
7*^, whose natural resolution is to the triad on F.

Adding a Minor Seventh to this triad brings us to the triad on B^
Repeating the process, we come to the triad on E^y then to ^t?, Z)[7,|

G\; etc.

Now as the chord with the Seventh added is merely an enlargement

of the triad , we are allowed to progress directly from one Seventh

chord to the next, considering that the Tonic triad is implied in its

enlarged form. (See Fig. 45.)

Pig. 45. ^^5^^^| etc.

F B\f E^G
a a a a ao o o o o
Q Q Q Q Q
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Note that in this case the leading note is apparently allowed to pro-

gress downward , but in Fig. 44 it will be seen that \ijirst progresses

upward.

§ 56. The sequence of Diminished Sevenths is based upon that of

Dominant Sevenths. As the chord is derived from Dominant harmony

by adding the Minor 9*^ to the Dominant Seventh chord and omitting

the root (see § 17), we must drop the root and add not only the 7*^

but the 9*^ also in forming the successive Dominant harmonies in this

sequence.

Fig. 46.

'
^^-^ii-i^^̂ ^=^u^-W

I

z etc.

Roots G
:[==f::

C F
a -a

F JB"? B? E^ E\; J?

I '3 I *S § 'S

P H Q H O H

Comparing Fig. 46 with Fig. 44, the harmonies will be found similar,

the Dominant harmonies in Fig. 44 appearing in the form of Diminished

Seventh chords in Fig. 46.

Omitting the Tonic chords as in the sequence of Dominant Sevenths,

and for the same reason , we have by placing the chords in the proper

inversions, a chromatic sequence of Diminished Seventh chords as shown
in Fig. 47.

Fig. 47.

Thus it will be seen that this sequence of Diminished Seventh chords

is founded upon a constantly modulating progression of Dominant to

Tonic, each Tonic being used as the basis of the next succeeding Domi-
nant harmony.

Exercise.

The pupil should write out the sequence of Diminished Seventh

chords, developing the whole process as in Fig. 46, but starting from

the Diminished Seventh chord on A^.
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CHAPTER VII.

The Ordinary Methods of Modulation.*)

§ 57. In all the Modulations so far given, it has been shown possible

to pass from any key to any other , but in the following it is not the

case. Being however, in common use and of most excellent effect

where circumstances favor their introduction , this little work would

not be complete without noticing at least those which occur most

frequently.

§ 58. a) Compound Modulation, consisting of transition through several

keys related**) to one another , by means of Dominant chords. (See Fig. 4 8.)

Fig. 48.

From D through E, F^

^.^i^^ W-

to

^^^^^^^^
& ^ te

§ 59. b) When ttvo keys have a triad in common. For example the

triad C E G \s found on the First degree in the key of C, on the

Fourth degree in the key of G, and on the Fifth degree in the key of 7^.

Therefore it is easy to pass from the key of C to the key of G, or to

the key of F. (See Fig. 49).

*) §§ 58 , 60 and 62 are derived from Mr. H. C. Bannister's admirable "Text

Book of Music". London, 1887.

*) For definition of "Related keys" see § 82.
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C to G.

Fig. 49.

i
^
c I

fe -«'<5'-

C to i^.

1^ ^=s

1^1

^^ ^^^^
V7 I

CI
V7 I

Again , the triad E G B h found on the Third degree of C Major,

on the Second degree of D Major, on the Fourth degree of B Minor,

on the First degree in E Minor and on the Sixth degree in G Minor.

In the same manner we can pass from C Major to any of these keys,

or from any one of them to any other. (See Fig. 50).

Fig. 50.

9^

C to D, C to ^ Minor,

1-

^^P^El^gl

g^
C I, III,

D II, V7,

1
C I, III,

I. B Min. IV,

iS^

V7, I.

C to ^ Minor.

P^eJ=|^

CI, mi
E Min. i^, V7,

And so we might proceed , finding that the triads of the various de-

crees of the scale offer many opportunities for connecting with triads

)f foreign keys.

§ 60. c) By taking one note of a triad of the original key— not neces-

sarily the Tonic triad — and treating it as if it were an interval of the

Tonic triad or Dominant Seventh chord of the new key. (See Fig. 51).

This is particularly practicable when we modulate to keys whose lead-

ng note forms part of the Tonic triad of the old key, as in Fig. 52.
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Fig. 51.

\^^=-
]
y-^-M i

1 ^ :.. <?

^—^

—

—1—'I-*'

—

Fig. 52. ^ ^r* bfia

P^ I
I, I, V7, I V7,

C Major ^ Minor CMajor Dl? Major

§ 61. d) By Means of a False Cadence.

When a Dominant 7*^ instead of resolving regularly to its Tonic,

resolves to some other triad in the key, it is called a False Cadence:

when it resolves to a triad in a foreign key it is called a Modulatory

False Cadence , and only needs the addition of the Closing Formula to

establish the Modulation, as in Figs. 53 and 53*.

Fig. 53.

i
9i

h^-
^=rd^ ^ -GUS-

I, V7 I, IV, IV. V7
CMajor E Major

te

I

Fig. 53 a.

i
9t

^-
-<5h

g=±=^
'a.A^ ^^

-(ZL.

te=

I, V7, I, VI, II,

C Major A\? Major

In Fig. 53* there is no connecting note between

the [A] of O) ^^^-^^^^— . but if the [A] chord of C is taken in the

form of a Diminished 7*^ the connecting note ^j? is found , therefon

we may say that there is a Structural connection which is not apparent

in the notes. (See §§ 88 and 89).

§ 62. q) By changing one note of a triad enharmonically , whereby

the Tonic is at once changed without any Dominant chord. Th(
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dominant chord should be introduced later to establish the Modulation.

See Fig. 54).

Pig. 54.

^^^^i^^p
m ^

Wffa^#FEfe^^gH^
i, V7, i

221

I, II, I^ V7, I

A^ MajorE Major

Exercises.

Examples of each of the foregoing Modulations should be formed

)y the student, as only in this manner can he gain 2i. practical knowledge

)f the subject.

CHAPTER VIII.

The General Principles of Modulation as Deduced from Practical

Analysis: Artistic Modulation.

§ 63. The following pages are devoted to the analysis of selections

rom different standard theorists and composers , to show that however

ibstruse the passages may be, there are underlying principles which

rovern the Modulation.

It need not be stated that chords other than the Attendant chords

;an be used as connecting links, as was shown in § 59; therefore in

he analysis of music we should not expect to find the Attendant chords

jxclusively used for that purpose.

§ 64. Let us begin with two simple examples from "Music" by

tfr. H. C. Bannister. The first, passing from F^ Minor to A Major,

Fig. 55.
1^3=- —($>

—

1^

1

—

&-—

—<&—

1
—^—

]

1

—

<^—\

^Sh-

i<3

I, IV
Old key

'

II, VIIO7, I

Closing Formula
'

IV, I V7,

Closing Formula

New key
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VIIo
(Fig. 55) is a Modulation by means of the Closing Formula.

being merely a form of Dominant harmony. The 2°^ chord forms the

IV
connecting link , being at the same time the triad on — and

When zr; ;— first appears it is in its first inversion : as
II

New key New key

this is not a Full Close, the Closing Formula is repeated, this time as

I, IV, 14, Y\ I.

§ 65. The second (Fig. 56) is a Modulation through the Diminished

7*^ of the New key, with the Closing Formula added for the same

reason as before. Notice that the connection between -ttt^i and

Vllo

New key

Old key

could have been made by means of the common note D,

Fig. 56.

I, IV, I4, V7, I

Old key New key

omitting the second measure entirely (in this case play the note F in

VII"
parenthesis instead of the note D as the Bass of -= —

) ; but the

succession of chords between and
VIP

New key

is useful in re-
Old key New key

moving the feeling of Tonality in the old key, thus preparing the

Modulation.

§ 66. Upon the first glance the following example, from Dr. S. Jadas-

sohn's "Harmony", would seem not to follow any particular plan : bu^

examination shows it to be most carefully constructed according to th(

Modulation by means of the Closing Formula. (See Fig. 57).
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Fig. 57.

I 3S

§i3 3

s
|F~

I, [A] ofII, II, V7,

Old key

'

New key

\^s>- If

By Enharmonic writing B\; becomes A^, therefore it is practically the

cond degree in the key of G^ minor, but the notation is first changed

1 the Dominant 7*^.

§ 67. Richter in his "Manual of Harmony" gives an example which

lustrates several points in artistic Modulation. (See Fig. 58.)

Fig. 58.
I ,

I
M W- rf^SE S

I I—

I

^ I'Mf Se^t=t
I [A]ofV, V, III, [AJofll, V7, I, 117, v^ I

Old key' New key

The second chord is a Diminished 7*^ resolving to B\^, the Dominant

[ the new key. Although the foreign harmony is suddenly intro-

aced the effect is good , as the chord of the Diminished 7*^ has the

lality of removing, at least in part, any previous feeling of Tonality.

Jee§25).

If the new key should be too quickly established after this sudden

troduction, the Modulation would be rather abrupt for artistic use,

lerefore several chords are introduced between the Dominant and

onic. When the Tonic first appears it is as a passing chord, being

1 an unaccented part of the measure, thus necessitating the use of the

losing Formula.

§ 68. The following examples are taken from Beethoven's Pianoforte

anatas , which being accessible to all are perhaps the best possible

ustrations of the various points to be presented for consideration,

he following selection, from Op. 2. No. 1, Last Movement, illustrates

le use of [A] chords.

Shepard, Systematic Guide. 4
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Fig. 59.

CHAPTER VIII. §68,

ffr^^-^^^^^^f^

m̂ TP tf-iJJL^^^^

^
_J [A] of V
Old key' New key

*

t i

lA]of

V ^M^'^ "^ ^^ [A] ofV

^f—^-4-
511 la

fe
//

Nrf^^^^^aiec^r^^^

New key
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At the beginning of the first bar (Fig. 59) we are clearly in the key

i^Minor. With the fourth beat of this measure comes the [A] chord

the new Dominant : in the 2^^ and 4^^ measures this [A] chord is

peated for the sake of emphasis. Then follows purely Dominant

rmony^ leading in the last measure to the key of C Minor.

Let it be noticed how little apparent connection there is between the

ord of F Minor and the [A] chord following : but the last note in

B measure, C, properly belongs to the [A] chord as an essential

Nerval, and hence may be looked upon as the connecting link.

§69. Another example of Attendant chords is found in the Sonata

.thetique, Op. 13, First Movement.

In the Allegro the principal theme is repeated in different keys, and

connect these repetitions [A] chords are suddenly introduced, as

9wn in measures 2 and 6 of Fig. 60.

J. 60.

b4

l>^^=l= i^i
W^- ^ tF^

f^^f^

sf

^n
C minor VI ^ rll) ?f 5b " " ^

¥^i :=^

^^^^^^^^^^m
5: ^

[A]) of B^
3i5»- ^

[t must be acknowledged that these [A] chords have no especial

al relation with the chords preceding them; neither are they essen-

parts of the motive. Therefore we look upon them merely as con-

iting links or simple [A] chords, having no other office than to con-

t the repetitions of the theme.

I
70. The next illustration taken from Op. 14, No. I, shows a

eful introduction of the [A] chord, being in sharp contrast with the
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abrupt entrance in the last example. Here the Modulation is from

E Major to B Major.

Fig. 61.

^~£-

5&
-«»-

iN

-X=
f

M^i^^* -<5>-

Wrn rrff [ILT

mS ILL! iiLI ILLS iLLI Ul!
[A] of V [A] [A]

m i^-f—^=^?=t^F^^
I*

^^^^m
This selection (Fig. 61) constitutes that part of the sonata in which

the Modulation from the first to the second theme takes place. In such

a Modulation it is customary to dwell a long time on the Dominant of

the new key to strengthen the eflfect of the new Tonality : therefore

the new Dominant enters here in the third measure. Preceding the

Dominant is its [A] chord. It should be noticed how in the first meas-

ure and first half of the second the harmonies are gradually led up to

the [A] chord, ascending by half steps.

As in Fig. 59 the Dominant alternates with its [A] chord for several

measures, leading finally to the second theme in B Major. The Organ-
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oint on the Dominant is also effective in establishing the impression

f the new key.

§71. In the Allegretto of the same Sonata is an example of the use

f the Closing Formula.

4:

Fig. 62.

4—^M- -©^ S^
decresc.

3-
-JK

VV

(C I, VI
l^Min.VI, IV, 1% V, I

In this case [A] chords are not used, the Modulation being con-

iructed on the basis of having a chord common to both keys. It is fully

escribed by the marking under the staff. (See Fig. 62.)

§ 72. The following, from Op. 10. No. 1, forms an example of

[odulation through the chord of the Diminished 7*^. It is taken from

le ""Development^^ beginning with the 106*^ measure, after the double

ar. In the development of a sonata where different keys sometimes

)llow each other in rapid succession, the Modulations are not so formal

3 in the passage connecting the first and second themes , as it is not

ecessary to establish any key very firmly.

Hg. 63.

^^te^ I t^t-^=t^^
Old key

[A]

^^m t £
lE^EŴ

t=3:
k=J?3:

of

:|=i=; a^=sf
[A]
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•^fi-H*^e^ *^-t

/ 9 10 11 12 13^
ofi^

New key-

In the first three measures (Fig. 63) the Tonic, C Major, is heard

exclusively : at the close of the 4*^ measure the [A] chord of C (in

its Diminished 7*^ form) enters, continuing during the 5*^, 6*^ and 7*^

measures. At the close of the 8*^ measure the chord of the Diminished
7*^ on the Seventh degree of the key of F (or the [A] chord of F in

the form of a Diminished 7*^) appears, continuing during the 9*^ 10*^

11*^, and 12*^ measures, followed by the new Tonic without further

introduction.

This example furnishes a perfect illustration of the formula ^ , ,
—

,

Old key

[A],
New key

-, mentioned in § 8.

§ 73. Modulation by means of the chord of the Augmented 3 is

illustrated in the Allegretto of Op. 14, No. 1.

Fig. 64.

^^M^ ^

^EEE^-g^P^=^^:
~(Z r

I f^
New key \

The prevailing key at the moment is C Major. In the 2*^* measure of

Fig. 64 the Augmented | enters, having two notes in common with the

preceding chord. According to the rule that the "sharpest" note is the

leading note, the root of the Augmented ^ is i^Jf, and the resolution to

the triad on B is the natural one. As B is the Dominant of the key of

^ Minor, which immediately follows, the whole Modulation is from C
Major to E Minor. For this reason the Augmented 3 may be looked

upon as the [A] chord of the new Dominant in its Augmented ^ form.
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§ 74. To avoid the consecutive Fifths in the resolution of the Aug-

oented 5 , Beethoven uses many devices so ingeniously as to really

.dd to the melodic beauty of the passage.

,,rrtJ_^j_j-jjzJ_j^ J j~j j

Fig. 65.

I :f=^E^ ^
r
J^Et

\^^m ,^ m
r

Fig. 65 is part of a Compound Modulation, (the whole of which is

:iven in Fig. 67) passing from Z) I? Major to 5 [? Major. According to

he above mentioned rule, the root of the Augmented 5 , which ap-

ears by suspension on the 2°*^ beat of the 2°^ measure, is F\ therefore

he resolution to B\; is the natural progression. It will be observed

t the 5' resolves to 3' on the third beat of the measure, thus avoiding

he consecutive Fifths and at the same time strictly following the figure

haracteristic of the passage.

Artistic Modulation.

§ 75. Examples of Compound Modulation are to be found in many
>f Beethoven's Sonatas after the first theme has been announced. Two
)f these will now be considered , as it is desired to bring the artistic

eatures into prominence after having so carefully studied the technical

side of the subject.

Let us look at the passage connecting the first ^nd second themes in

Op. 7, First Movement. The Modulation begins with the 2"^ measure

Fig. 66, leading through ^t' Major, ^[7 Minor

Bt? Major in which the second theme is given.

and i^Major to

Fig. 66.

PŜ

^^^Ws^p^i
ff\

I
bip «5:*5_^^

[Alof^i?

A\^
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1 ^f'' ^ ""

'

UMk^.

^^>^^=w-i^^^ ii
:¥=i 43^^^^^

[A]of^b ^t^

10 biSL. 11

p^
4SL- 11 l12 13 b#. Ll4<^r

^
s/ s/ /p

r i*^^:^bi ^Jy^ ^^^^*^
-i5^- -!^--

[A]0fi^

I
'"^^

- f ,W

;

M «tt E^
V 1',

m=fi\
18.^B V—

p

—^
f^J=.\!ii'^^jg

^=P
dj^l^ ± ^tPff

EE^
-^

—

f- -^sf-

Y^
New key

2219_ 20 ^ 21 p.—

,

22

s K-^̂ ^ "t:' ^Mte H*-#

fe V-s/-

[A] of VI

23 24 25

i -J^^- £S^#-=-•

^^ ^
etc.

tertLTTtfTffFf^Ji^^^
[A] of IV [A] of II 14 V"

New key
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Let us notice the following points suggested by a consideration of
;he example (Fig. 66)

.

a) It is desirable to fully remove the original Tonality before proceed-
ing to give the second theme ; therefore the hearer is led through
several keys before reaching the new key, thus completely losing
the feeling of ^1? and making B\^ sound quite fresh.

b) In Compound Modulation each key should be related to the one be-
fore it, making the general effect of the transition smooth and
artistic. (See list of Attendant or Relative keys, § 82.)

c) Variety in the Means of Modulation. At bar 2 the chord of the
Dominant 7*^^ is used; at bar 6 the Diminished 7*^; at bar 10
the Augmented 6*^. Notice that all these are but forms of the

Attendant chord: this explains their introduction without a clos-
er tonal relation with the preceding chords. (See § 3.)

d) Modulation should not stop the flow of ideas. Melodic figures
and musical thoughts can as well be expressed during a Modu-
lation as at any other time : indeed they are necessary to con-
ceal the change of Tonality. Notice how the figure in measures
3, 4 and 5 is repeated in measures 7, 8 and 9; and how the
figure in two part counterpoint is used three times in measures
22, 23 and 24.

e) Establishment of the New key. This is accomplished in various
ways: 1) The succession of Dominant and Tonic. This is suf-
ficient if the next succeeding chords belong to the same key.

2) The Closing Formula. As the nature of the Closing Formula sug-
gests the close of a phrase or section, it is not particularly well
adapted to be used at the beginning of a Melody. If it is used
where it is not desired to close a section or phrase , it will be
necessary to avoid allowing the Tonic to be heard on the accent-
ed beat or at least to avoid having ioM Soprano and Bass sound
the fundamental note of the chord.

3) By pausing upon the Dominant harmony. By this means a sense
of expectation is aroused which materially assists the establish-
ment of the new key as soon as the Tonic chord is heard. This
makes a formal introduction of the new key and gives a very
decided feeling of Tonality without even hinting at a close,
therefore it is well adapted to establish the key in which a new
subject is about to be introduced. For this reason we find sev-
eral measures devoted either to the key or the Chord of the
Dominant before really going into B\f io announce the second
theme.
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Notice that measures 1 3 and 1 5 belong to the key of F (having E^
they could not be in the key of B^). But in the 18*^ measure E]^ is

introduced showing that we now have the Dominant 7*^ of 5)?. In

the 1 3*^ and 1 5*^ measures the harmonies may be considered the [A]

chords of F on the Organ-point F.

The chords at the beginning of measures 22, 23 and 24, though

foreign to the key oi B\; can not be called Modulations, as the chords

of G' Minor, i?b Major and OMinor appear on the unaccented hQ2ii9, of

their respective measures. The proper classification is to call them

the [A] chords of the Sixth, Fourth, and Third degrees in the key of -51?.

Thus we see that the ruling harmony from the 12*^ to the 25*^^ meas-

ure is that of the Dominant, preparing and emphasizing the new key.

§ 76. In the following example, taken from the beginning of Op. 10,

No. 1 , the same general features are apparent. In modulating from

CMinor to -Ej? Major, Beethoven adopts a definite plan, passing through

keys a Major or Minor Third apart till he reaches the Dominant of the

new key : that is , in the succession of keys through which the Modu-

lation passes, A\;, F, D\;, B\;, each key is a Major or Minor Third

lower than the preceding. The alternation of Major and Minor Thirds

in this plan is necessary that each key may be ^rehted^^ to the preced-

ing key. (See § 82.)

Fig. 67.

pr^W^^t^T^r^-̂ m^
^

[Ajof^i? A^ V7

life
wii. i-:i^:ii-i7^^^i ii-^ iH^ ^fS

10 11

k=d̂^ 3^ -~s^ f'=^-^
fp

[A] of F V7
fp
[A] of Db
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Iu i=t

12
13

U

I ^3
15 16

17

-<2^ :t=^S ^^ f^

V7 [A|'] of S\f VII«', I

IS^ g#^^^ ^^^ ^ iS »^-#-

18 19 20 21 22

gi^^^4,,ja^4d.a.^^-4J^t^ua
^ f±=±=^

V7
New key

5^»'^-^-^ibggii^^
23 24

^^ S^^S
25

C ^ P P

Upon the simple but symmetrical harmonic skeleton shown in Fig. 68

le above beautiful Modulation is constructed.

Fig. 68.

Old key

I

New key

^^. m m^=5 it ^IfPfI'*- 3

3:^=t:a Js^

[A] of^b [A] ofJ" [A]ofi)b [A]ofBl7,[Ai']ofJ?b

Note the symmetry in building up in the same manner the [A] chords

I measures 2, 6, and 10 (Fig. 67), how faithfully the beautiful figure

carried out each time , and how Beethoven even makes the melodic
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figure help him out of the danger of consecutive Fifths in introducing

the chord of the Augmented 5 in measure 14.

Exercises.

§77. The student will now be able to analyze examples of Modu-

lation for himself, choosing at first the simpler sonatas of Mozart and

Haydn, and afterward taking more difficult ones from Beethoven.

He is also advised to compose examples of Compound Modulation,

first adopting a plan , deciding through which keys he will pass and

which method of Modulation is to be used in each case. Then a skele-

ton of the harmonic structure should be made , similar to the one in

Fig. 68. Afterward it may be elaborated and ornamented, using a

melodic figure several times in succession and trying to carry it out

faithfully in the diff'erent keys. In this way it is possible to attain a

thorough mastery not only over the Technic but also over the Art of

Modulation.

§ 78. To close the chapter, the principles which have been illustrated

will be shown arranged in order for practical use in composition.

The Principles of Modulation,

Showing the General Outlines of a Gradual Modulation.

Steps of the Process.

. r Introduce chords which are not characteristic

. ^f ^rp^ vf
^•~

J
^^^°y ^^y (such as Diminished 7*^^), or those

fVi ni/1 IT 1 ^®^^^"S ^^ ^®y^ which are related to the desired
^*

( key. (This step is usuallycombined with the next.)

The successive keys, which should usually be

related to each other, may be connected by any

desired means of Modulation , not necessarily

using the same method twice in one passage.

In the succession of related keys it is not well

to mix sharp keys and flat keys too promiscuously

.

The last key in this chain is usually but 7iot

necessarily the Dominant of the New key.

.

I

The chords on the \^\ 5*^, 2°*^, 4*^ and ^'^

jr :^\
^

\ degrees of the scale will be found well adapted
'

las points of entrance.

d) To Establish the f 1) Form a Perfect Cadence in the key: or

New Key. \ 2) Dwell upon the Dominant harmony.

*) This is not different from b) except that in the former it is customary to

pass more directly to the Tonic of the various keys, while here if desired the Tonic.
harmony may be preceded by a long succession of chords.

I

h) To Pass through one

or more Keys which

form a connecting

Chain between the

Old and New Keys.
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1

i § 79« In a more direct Modulation there are fewer intermediate keys

or none at all ; and it often occurs that a single chord represents several

teps of the process.

§ 80. The use of Suspensions is of great assistance in Modulation,

binding the harmonies most closely together and thus securing a smooth

Drogression from one chord to another. (See Figs. 48 and 67).

It is well to avoid the exclusive use of chords in the fundamentalposition

.

The alternation of the different positions will be found more conducive

;o a smooth effect.

§81. Another important consideration is the Arrangement of Accents,

is was shown in Chap. III.

§ 82. The Modulations most frequently found in the works of the

tandard composers are those to the Relative keys. The Relative or

attendant keys are, to a Major key, the Dominant and Sub-dominant

klajor, their Relative Minors, and the Relative Minor of the key itself.

To a Minor key, the Relative keys are, the Dominant and Sub-

lominant Minor, their Relative Majors, and the Relative Major of the

ey itself.

Modulation from a key to any of its Relative keys is called Natural

ilodulation; to any other key. Extraneous Modulation.

In practical composition it will be safest to follow the example of

he masters and not modulate too frequently into Extraneous keys.

§ 83. It will have been discovered ere this that we can modulate

ot only from — to all other keys , but in precisely the same

aanner from the chord upon any other interval. Therefore the student

hould realize that at any moment he may begin a Modulation whether

he Tonic triad is sounding or that of some other degree.

To practically comprehend this fact it will be well to try a number

f Modulations , substituting in the formulae in § 9 the triad on each

I II V^ I
legree of the scale in the place of -r—-,— : thus -p^rr-^— > [M^^—\—

;

^^ ^
Old key Old key *- 'New key

Old key' -^' New key

§ 84. In closing it need hardly be said that when expressing musical

houghts , the precise and scientifically direct Modulations , which in

llustrating the various means of Modulation, were in this work made

s short as possible, should be enlarged and ornamented, till the

tiffness shall give place to graceful , natural and easy progressions,

nd the Technic of Modulation be entirely concealed by the Art of

lodulation.
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CHAPTER IX.

A More Complete View of the System of Attendant Chords.

§ 85. In Chap. I. it was shown that the relation of an [A] chord to

its Primary chord is that of Dominant to Tonic. Thus we have in

these two chords (the [A] chord and its Primary chord) the most essen-

tial harmonies of a key which , while it is outside of and subordinate

to the principal key, has a close relationship with it.

Upon examining modern music , it will be found that not only this

chord which we call Attendant but also others belonging to this sub-

ordinate key are occasionally used.

The following, taken from the Article on Modulation in Grove's

Dictionary , illustrates very clearly the case in point and at the same

time forms a hearty support for the System of Attendant Chords.

Reviewing the development of the use of chords, the writer, Dr. Parry,

proceeds as follows:

"In the meanwhile groups of chords belonging to foreign keys were

subtly interwoven in the broader expanse of permanent keys, and the

principle was recognized that diflferent individual notes of a key can

be taken to represent subordinate circles of chords in other keys of

which they form important integers , without destroying the sense of

the principal tonality".

And again he says

:

"The main centre of the principal key is supplemented by subordi-

nate centres : the different notes of the key being used as points of

vantage from which a glance can be taken into foreign tonalities , to

which they happen also to belong, without losing the sense of the prin-

cipal key which lies in the background".

Thus these subordinate keys might be called Interpolated keys as

they do not really take the place of the principal key , being brought

only momentarily into the foreground. While not bearing directly upon

Modulation , in considering the modern Harmonic System in a general

way, it becomes clear that we should take a broader view of the

System of Attendant Chords , admitting not only the chord which we
have learned to call the Attendant chord , but also others of the sub-

ordinate or Interpolated key.

§ 86. A most familiar example of such an Interpolated key is found

at the beginning of Mendelssohn's "Wedding March".



INTERPOLATED KEYS.

1 2 3
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Fig. 69.

8 tr

3
(IF V7 of ^)

safeiiy
-^—i^

f- 1 -faJ

—

^^=^ J ' ±=

etc.

Ill 11 l4 V7

The main key C is well established by the Trumpet passage in the
:st five measures. After this passage the first chord which really

jlongs to the key of C is that on its third degree, ^Minor, at the
jginning of the seventh measure : then we may reasonably expect that
e two foreign chords in the sixth measure are dependent upon the
iad of E Minor or rather upon the key of E Minor for their existence
this composition. This supposition proves correct, for the chord on

e third beat of the sixth measure is the Dominant 7*^ of the key of
Minor, (or simply its [A] chord) and the chord on the first beat is

e chord of the 7*^ on the Second degree in ^ Minor, resolving to

e Dominant of the same key.

Thus we may well express the case by saying that instead of an
ttendant chord, we have an Interpolated key, when there is a succes-
)n of foreign chords without having esiahlished a Modulation. In the
ove example if the chord of E Minor had entered upon the first beat
a measure and if both Soprano and Bass had sounded the tone E,
ere would have been a Full Close in the key ot ^Minor, thus forming
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a Modulation : but this was avoided by the suspension, by letting the

highest part sound the 3^^^ of the chord instead of the root , and by

having the next succeeding chords in another key (in this case the

original key of C) . This shows the diflference between Modulation and

Interpolated keys.

Analysis of the Harmonic Structure of a Composition.

§ 87. In analyzing the harmonic structure of a Composition, the

chords belonging to the prevailing key may^rs^ he marked. Afterward

the foretffn chords should be examined with reference to their relation

with the nearestfollowing (seldom with the preceding) chord which he-

longs to the hey. In addition to the various kinds of Modulation men-

tioned in the foregoing chapters, there are occasional examples of

Interpolated keys and of Modulation where the connection is concealed

or entirely absent, as described in the following.

§ 88. a) Resolving a chord as if it were differently expressed.

This is illustrated in Fig. 70, quoted from the Article on Modulation

in Grove's Dictionary,*) (originally from a Quartette in ^1? by Mozart)

where the second chord resolves as if it were written A\^ C F^ which

is an Augmented ^ resolving naturally to the triad on G. The omitted

root of the 3 chord, D, is the common note connecting the two chords

;

thus it is plain that there is a Structural connection which is not

indicated by the notes.

Fig. 70.
'

IS ^i^=% i
etc.

m^=^_EE^ -LLLLU-

Keyofi)!?. V7. KeyofC.V, ll

§ 89. b) Unprepared Entrance of Attendant Chords.

Being Dominant harmonies the Attendant chords can enter without

preparation, i. e. without having any note in common with the preced-

ing chord. This explains the passage at the beginning of Beethoven's

Op. 90, where in the 3^^ and 7*^ measures [A] chords of the S'^^ and
5th degrees enter without having the least apparent connection with

the preceding chords. (See Fig. 71). As these [A] chords and their

*) The explanation which is here given of Figs. 70 and 71 will be found materi-

ally different from that given of the same passages in the ahove mentioned Article.

See Grove's Die, Vol. II, p. 345.
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Primary chords extend in one case over four measures and in the other

over three , they become thereby Interpolated keys. The difference

between Compound Modulation and a succession of Interpolated keys is

here well illustrated: in the former the ultimate key is of course

different from the first one , while in the latter the original key is

momentarily superseded by the Interpolated keys, but soon reassumes

its rightful position in the foreground.

h=w=

Fig. 71.

f.
^^
ftjt

-N-^- ^^m^
^

^^i=^^'^ i
^^m.
i;
[A] of III

i
N e ^^^f i=^

^. "^ etc.

g^ i^= i^-irf: w'i^

V»)III [A]ofV

When an [A] chord appears without preparation there is usually

a Structural connection which is not shown in the notes. For instance,

in Pig. 71 if the first [A] chord is taken as a chord of the Major 9*^,

and the second as a chord of the Minor 9*^, connecting notes become

apparent as shown in Fig. 72, which is a reproduction of the harmonic

progressions in Fig. 71, with the [A] chords in the fuller forms.

Fig. 72.

^i -iSh

SH

m *

U
[A] ofIII, III,

k
I

[A]ofV,

p^
*) This chord is taken with a Minor Third: the following measures show that

the key of B Minor is not estahlished, E Minor soon coming into prominence.

Shepard, Systematic Guide. 5
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This is always the case in regularly resolving a Diminished 7*^ or

Augmented ^ as in §§ 20 and 31, the connecting note being the omitted

root of the Diminished 7^^ or Augmented 6^^. A Modulation could

have been made in Fig. 71 by establishing the key of G which is

touched in the fifth bar, or by establishing the key of B Minor which

is touched in the last measure.

Another example of Modulation without visible connection is given

in Fig. 73, the second chord having no apparent connection with the

first. But if the second chord is written as in Fig. 74, it will be seen

to be an inversion of the Augmented ^ derived from the root G, the

Dominant of the old key, and therefore common to both keys.

Fig. 73. ^ Fig. 74.

=#^
C: I V7i^Jf:V7 I

This illustrates the process ofModulation described in § 38 as "Resolv-

ing an Augmented \ as if it were a Dominant 7*^ chord in another key".

(The Modulation shown in Fig. 52 might be explained in a similar

manner, as the second chord written enharmonically becomes the Aug-
mented 5 derived from the Supertonic of the old key , thus being com-

mon to both keys.

§ 90. A Modulation can also be formed even when there is no

common note (either actually present or implied in the construction) to

connect the last chord of the old key and the first chord of the new key,

if the laws regarding the progression oj parts are not broken. Such Modu-
lations are however not recommended to the student , as the Tonality

is too unsettled to tako^ the place of Structural connection. (See § 3.)

§91. In reviewing the development of the Modern Harmonic System,

the tendency toward the use of Attendant chords and Interpolated keys

is seen to have been not only marked but ever increasing , and it is

safe to say that their use has not yet received its fullest development.

While Interpolated keys are useful in giving variety to the harmonic

structure, the boundaries of the principal key being, in a certain sense,

enlarged by their use , the young composer is warned against too fre-

quently following these seductive by-paths, for if the main key is

kept too much in the background it will be entirely lost to the view and
the unity of the composition seriously affected.

Printed ty Breitkopf and Hartel, Leipzig.
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